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DETAILS

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose and Scope of the Inspection

The NRC has established a policy to provide for the timely, thorough, and
systematic inspection of significant operational events at nuclear power
plants. This includes the use of an Augmented Inspection Team to determine
the causes, conditions, and circumstances relevant to an event and to
communicate its findings and conclusions to NRC management. In accordance
with NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0325. the Region IV Regional Administrator
dispatched an Augmented Inspection Team to the Wolf Creek Nuclear Generating
Station to review the circumstances surrounding a manual reactor trip on
January 30. 1996. with the failure of five control rods to fully insert into
the core, a failure of the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump, and the
subsequent loss of one train of the essential service water system.

The Augmented Inspection Team consisted of five NRC personnel, including the
tean leader and specialists in operations, emergency response, engineering,
and reactor fuels. In the Augmented Inspection Team Charter (Attachment I)
the Regional Administrator directed the team to conduct fact finding to
determine the following:

The initial conditions prior to the event.
The sequence of events that resulted in the reactor trip.
The performance of plant equipment during the event.
The licensee's emergency response, and
The operator response during the event.

In addition, in keeping with the NRC's emphasis on encouraging licensee self-
assessment and corrective actions, the Augmented Inspection Team was directed
to utilize the findings of the licensee's internal Incident Investigation Team
to the maximum extent possible. Licensee-provided information was not
independently developed: however, some of the information was verified to
confirm the licensee's investigation. *'•

The Augmented Inspection Team developed a detailed sequenre of events provided
in Attachment 3 based upon a review of the licensee's documentation, personnel
interviews, and briefings by plant management personnel. A simplified flow
diagram of the essential service water system is provided as Attachment 4. In
addition. Attachments 5 and 6 provide a diagram.of«the essential service wate
system pumphouse and circulating and service water systems pumphouse.
respectively. A list of documents that the Augmented Inspection Team reviewed
is contained in.Attachment 7. Attachments 8 and 9 identify the principal
attendees at both the inspection entrance and exit meetings, as well as the
list of personnel contacted during the inspection.



1.2 Licensee's Incident Investigation Team

In response to the event, the licensee initiated an Incident Investigation
Team in accordance with Administrative Instruction 28B-003. "Incident
Investigation." on February 2. 1996. In a letter, dated February 2. 1996.
(Attachment 2) the licensee's vice president-plant operations appointed the
licensee's nuclear safety review committee chairman (the retired vice
president-engineering) as the Incident Investigation Team leader. The team
originally consisted of 19 personnel divided into operations and engineering
sub-teams. The team was later increased in size to 26 members with support
from the US Army Corps of Engineers, the Architect-Engineers (Bechtel. and
Sargent and Lundy). and licensed shift supervisors from the Institute for
Nuclear Power Operations and the Cooper Nuclear Station.

The licensee's Incident Investigation Team conducted interviews with the
operating crew who were on shift at the time of the event, and other licensee
staff and management personnel. The licensee also reviewed records
documenting system and plant response to the event and conducted formal root
cause analyses for the system and operational failures. The licensee also
reviewed the design basis of the essential service water system and performed
thermal-dynamic modelling of tne actual plant configuration.

After an initial briefing by the Incident Investigation Team at the entrance
meeting on February 5. 1996. the NRC Augmented Inspection Team reviewed all
the interview notes developed by the licensee, reviewed records documenting
system and plant response during the event, reviewed the root-cause analyses
and engineering evaluation of the design basis of the essential service water
system, and interviewed members of the operating crew directly involved in the
event.

1.3 Effectiveness of Combined Inspection Process

Throughout the performance of the Augmented Inspection Team inspection the
licensee's Incident Investigation Team provided excellent support and was
willing to share any and all information they had developed. In addition.
they pursued additional questions and concerns that the Augmented Inspection
Team developed. As a result of this combined process, the impact of the NRC
inspection on the licensee's staff was reduced. -The majority of issues
identified in this inspection report were first identified by the licensee's
detailed interviews with the individuals involved in the event. In fact, the
engineering errors discussed in Section 2.2.1. the operator errors discussed
in Section 2.3.4. and the information regarding the degradation of Train "B"
of the essential service water system were all independently identified by the
licensee's Incident Investigation Team before the 'Augmented Inspection Team's'
involvement.

The licensee's Incident Investigation Team demonstrated a very credible self-
assessment capability in identifying the facts and concerns regarding this
event. By virtue of its size alone, the licensee's team was able to conduct
more documented interviews with the personnel involved in the event than the
Augmented Inspection Team. In addition, the depth of the licensee's



engineering analysis of the event could not have been duplicated by the NRC in
the same time period. As a result, the scope of the licensee's'effort allowed
both the licensee and the NRC to come to a clearer'understanding of the root
causes and effects of the event in a much shorter time frame.

2 EVENT DESCRIPTION

2.1 Detailed Sequence of Events

As previously indicated, the detailed sequence of events is provided in
Attachment 3. The plant was initially at 100 percent reactor power in
coastdown to a refueling outage with reactor coolant system boron
concentration at 1.0 ppm. Trains "A" and "C" circulating water system pumps
were running.

Prior to the events of January 30-31. 1996. the plant had experienced low
temperatures approaching 6° F occurring after midnight, and winds in excess of
24 mph gusting from the northwest at times. These weather conditions were
prevalent on both the nights of January 29 and 30. 1996. Although the daytime
high temperature: had not exceeded 25° F on January 28 or 29. 1996. an ice
cover had not fully developed on the Wolf C<~eek reservoir. However, the bulk
water temperature of the reservoir was approaching 32° F.

Early in the morning of January 30. 1996. the control room received alarms
indicating that the circulating water system traveling screens were becoming
blocked. The operators became concerned about the potential loss of the
circulation water and service water systems and the effect on turbine loads.
Operators started Tram "B" of the essential service water system: however.
they failed to isolate the service water system from the essential service
water system as required by the operating procedure. Specifically, the
reactor operator opened the essential service water system return to service
water system isolation valves and closed (throttled) the essential service
water system to ultimate heat sink isolation valves, thus, restricting warming
line flow to the essential service water system juction bays. •

The operators stopped the Train "A" circulating water system and service water
system pumps. Anticipating further problems with,Uhe circulating water
system, the operators started reducing turbine load. The shift supervisor
directed a manual reactor/turbine trip, in anticipation of the need to trip
the circulating water system pumps. Following the manual reactor trip, the
operators noted that five control rods did not fully insert. During the
transition to the post-trip recovery procedure, the operators found that a
copy of the procedure was missing from all four control room copies of the
emergency management guidelines. The operators"obtained a copy of the missing
procedure and began emergency boration in accordance with the emergency
procedures. The operators terminated emergency boration when all control rods
were fully inserted.

The control room declared the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump
inoperable after receiving a report that the pump"s inboard packing gland was
leaking. The operators entered Technical Specification 3.7.1.2. whose
Limiting Condition for Operation action statement required restoration in



12 hours or entry into Mode 3 (Hot Standby) .within the next 6 hours and into
Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown) in the following 6 hours. Jhe operators also entered
Technical Specification 3.4.8. whose Limiting Condition for Operation action
statement required entry into Mode 3 (Hot Standby) within 6 hours after
receiving a chemistry report that the reactor coolant system's dose-equivalent
iodine level was elevated. The operators exited this latter action statement
when activity levels decreased to normal.

With the plant in a shutdown, stable condition with all control rod bottom
lights on. the operators began a shift turnover. During the turnover, the
oncoming reactor operator noted that the system operating procedure for the
essential service water system was not correctly performed: however, he did
not take any immediate corrective action. At about 8 a.m.. the operators
stopped the Train "A" essential service water system pump due to low discharge
pressure and high strainer differential pressure. The operators entered
Technical Specifications 3.8.1.1 and 3.7.1.2. whose Limiting Condition for
Operation action statement required entry into Mode 3 (Hot Standby) within
6 hours and into Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown) in the following 6 hours because one
diesel generator and its associated auxiliary feedwater pump were inoperable.

Soon after shift turnover, the supervising operator recognized the essential
service water system alignment error and properly isolated the service water
and essential service water systems using the system operating procedure.
Shortly thereafter, a relief-crew reactor operator located at the essential
service water system pumpnouse reported to his relief-crew supervising
operator working in the control room that the bay level of the operating
essential service water train (Train "B") had become degraded and decreased
about 6 to 10 feet below normal. However, this information was not clearly
communicated to the shift supervisor or control room operators. The shift
supervisor declared a Notification of Unusual Event at 8:46 a.m.. due to the
loss of the Train "A" essential service water system and after declaring the
turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump inoperable.

The operators commenced a cool down to Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown), as required by
Technical Specification 3.8.1.1; however, the time for the Technical
Specifications required mode entry was missed by about 1-1/2 hours due to
inefficiencies in the operator's use of the cooldewn procedure. Later in the
afternoon, the operators reset the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump
locally after the packing had been replaced. The operators considered the
pump functional, even though the required surveillance test had not been
performed to declare the pump operable.

At 3:43 p.m.. the operators started the Train "A",essential service water
system pump and declared the system operable about*two hours later. The — l

The shift supervisor terminated the Notification of Unusual Event at about
6 p.m. because Train "A" essential service water system pump had been declared
operable. Nevertheless, the operators had to stop the Train "A" essential
service water system pump after about 1-1/2 hours, due to further oscillations
in flow and pressure. The shift supervisor did not make an emergency
declaration because the Tram "B" essential service water system pump was
operating properly and the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump was not
required for Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown).
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Throughout the night, the operators noted additionallevel oscillations in
Train "8" oV the essential service water system bay with a slow decrease to
about 15 feet below normal. The levels recovered" after additional heat loads
were placed on Train "B" of the essential service water system.

At about 10:15 p.m.. the operators again started the Train "A" essential
service water system pump, but secured it approximately 15 minutes later when
osculations in flow and pressure continued. Soon after midnight on
January 31. 1996. the relief shift supervisor was directed by the operations
manager to staff the technical support center. The outage support center
staff was relocated to the technical support center and the center's staffing
was completed by about 6 a.m. on the morning of January 31. 1996.

The operators declared a second Notification of Unusual Event at 10 a.m..
based on a diver's report of ice buildup and complete blockage of the
Train "A" essential service water system trash racks. The operators commenced
cooling down to Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown). Maintenance personnel began injecting
air to the Tram "A" essential service water system vent line to clear the ice
blockage. Divers again entered the water to inspect the Train "A" essential
service water system bay and reported that the Train "A" essential service
water system trash racks were clear of ice by 8:45 p.m.

The plant entered Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown) at about 11:00 p.m.. and exited
Technical Specifications 3.7.4 and 3.8.1.1. The licensee terminated the
Notification of Unusual Event on February 1, 1996. at 10:05 a.m.

2.2 Initial Conditions

2.2.1 Essential Service Water System

Design Basis

As indicated in the Updated Safety Analysis Report for the Wolf Creek Nuclear
Generating Station, the essential service water system removes heat from plant
components, which require cooling for safe shutdown of the reactor or
following a design basis accident. The essential service water system
consists of two redundant cooling water trains, provides emergency makeup to
the spent fuel pool and component cooling water s-ystems. and is the backup
water supply to the auxiliary feedwater system. The system is safety-related
and is protected from the effects of natural phenomena, such as earthquakes,
tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, and external missiles. In addition, the system
is designed to remain functional after a safe-shutdown earthquake. Its safety
functions can be performed assuming a single activ^component failure
coincident with the loss of offsite power. " *

As indicated in the simplified flow diagram provided in Attachment 4. the
essential service water system consists of two separate 100-percent capacity
trains of traveling screens, pumps, pump pre-lube storage tanks, self-cleaning
strainers, piping, valves, and instrumentation. One pump supplies cooling
water to each flow path. Each flow path draws water directly from the
ultimate heat sink (the Wolf Creek Generating Station reservoir) through a
suction bay in a common essential service water screen house. A trash rack is



situated between each of the suction bays and the reservoir. The pumps draw
water from the ultimate heat sink at a maximum temperature of 95° F and a
minimum temperature of 32° F from a common screen'house. An elevation drawing
of the seismic Category 1 screen house is provided in Attachment 5.

Each flow path is protected by interior walls from internally generated
missiles, jet impingement, and flooding that may result from failures in
adjacent flow path piping. Each train is also interconnected with the service
water system. Two motor-operated isolation valves for each train are provided
in the suction (EF HV-23. -24. -25. and -26) and discharge (EF HV-39. -40.
-41. and -42) cross-tie headers, where the essential service water system
connects to the service water system.

A minimum submergence of the pump suction piping of 8 feet ensures that
vortexing or cavitation of the vertical centrifugal pump will not occur. A
traveling water screen is provided on each train to protect the pump suction
from large debris. Water is sprayed on the screens to clean the debris that
may collect. Freeze protection is provided by warming lines from each
discharge line during accident and normal operation. The warming lines
discharge directly in front of the trash racks. The warming line flow is
controlled by manual isolation valves (EF HV-262. -263. -264. and -265)
connected to the system's return line to the ultimate heat sink. The return
lines also have motor-operated isolation valves (EF HV-37 and -38). which have
mechanical stops to prevent full closure. These stops were provided to ensure
adequate flow to inhibit the growth of microbiologically induced corrosion.

During normal operation, the essential service water system pumps are left in
standby and cooling water for the safety-related components and the air
compressors is provided by the service water system. After cooling the
equipment, some of the heated water is returned to the service water system
return header, a portion is directed through the essential service water
warming lines and the rest is discharged to the ultimate heat sink. Following
a design-basis accident, auxiliary feedwater system low suction pressure, loss
of offsite power, or a safety-re! .ted initiation signa1. the essential service
water system is isolated from the service water system by automatic closure of
the associated motor-operated isolation valves. The essential service water
system pumps are automatically started by the emergency diesel load sequencer,
and receive power from the preferrec power source'or the emergency diesel
generators.

Original Design Errors

The licensee's Incident Investigation Team reviewed the available design
information in order to understand why the essenttil service water system - —•»•••
warming line flow did not prevent the formation of the frazil ice that
occurred on January 30. 1996 (see Section 2.2.3 of this report for a
discussion of the frazil icing phenomenon). The licensee found that Bechtel
Calculation C-K-20-01-F. "Wolf Creek ESW Pumphouse." dated May 17. 1976.
determined that 4000 gpm of warming line flow was required for each of the
essential service water system trains to prevent frazil ice accumulation on
their respective trash racks. However, the calculation incorrectly assumed



that the temperature of the warming line flow would be at least 3° F above
freezing (i.e.. 35° F). During the event, the licensee determined that the
warming line return temperature to the Train "A" suction bay was only about
3/4° F above freezing (i.e.. 32.75° F). Based on these initial conditions,
the US Army Corps of~£ngineer's Cold Region's Technical Oigest No. 91-1.
"Brazil Ice Blockage of Intake Trash Racks." dated March 1991. indicated that
a warming line flow rate of 3600 to 7200 gpm would be required to prevent
frazil ice blockage.

To complicate the situation further, the licensee determined that Bechtel
calculation failed to recognize that the minimum required flow of 4000 gpm was
insufficient to obtain fully developed pipe flow and that voiding in the
essential service water keep-warm pipe would occur at flow rates less than
about 6000 gpm. As a result of this pipe voiding, the licensee determined
that the flow rate through the essential service water system wanning lines
had been reduced to about 2500 gpm. In addition, valve misalignment errors
during the event (discussed in Section 2.3.4 of this report) further reduced
this flow rate to about 1700-2000 gpm.

Cold Weather Protection Configuration

The Augmented Inspection Team verified that the licensee had implemented their
cold weather provisions en November 2. 1995. The system alignments were
conducted in accordance with Procedure STN GP-001 "Plant Winterization."
These alignments ensured that the essential service water system was
configured to supply discharge water through the essential service water
system intake warming lnnes. The alignment for winterization required the
warming line isolation valves (£F HV-260. -261. -262. and -263) to be open and
the essential service water svstem to ultimate heat sink isolation valves
(EF HV-37 and -38) to also be fully open.

Subsequent to the event, the licensee's Incident Investigation Team identified
that one valve in the Tram "B" essential service water system warming line
was not alsgr.ee Vily open as req^irec. Specific:"!ly. the warming line
Isolation Valve EF HV-263 was only 50 percent open when the valve position
indicator showed that tne valve was fully open. However, an engineering
analysis concluded that the flow rate was not appreciably affected by the
(Disposition of the valve because it was a butterfly valve. No other anomalous
conditions were identified to have existed prior to the event.

2.2.2 Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump

The Augmented Inspection Team reviewed the previous^maintenance that had been—j
conducted prior to the packing failure of the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump on January 30. 1996. There were two maintenance activities
conducted after the last refueling outage (Cycle 7) that pertained to the pump
packing.

Specifically. Performance Improvement Request 94-1918. dated October 30. 1994.
indicated that following the refueling outage, the packing on the turbine-
driven auxiliary feedwater pump had been installed too tightly, had become



glazed during subsequent packing adjustment and run-in, and could not be
adjusted properly. Work Request 5905-94 was written on October 29. 1994. to
replace the packing in order to resolve the problem. However, due to
operational considerations, the operators did not want the mechanics to run-in
the packing for 20-30 minutes as required by the work instruction. Therefore,
the packing run-in requirement was changed to simply "run the pump."

During post-maintenance testing, the mechanics left the packing gland leak-off
for the inboard packing at 2400 cc/min and the outboard packing leakage at
1800 cc/mm. As indicated in Performance Improvement Requests 94-1925 and
94-2095. dated October 30 and November 25. 1994. respectively, the work
instruction called for "approximately 230 cc/min" packing gland leakage, but
subsequent guidance was provided by engineering (in consultation with the pump
vendor) that packing gland leakage should be adjusted to something greater
than 240 cc/min. The work instruction did not provide an upper limit for the
packing gland leakage, and the packing vendor was not consulted.

The Augmented Inspection Team also noted that a generic pump packing procedure
was added to the pump Technical Manual M-021-00061-W13. "Instruction Manual
for Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps." by a change notice dated April 5. 1995. which
was based on the recommendations of the Fluid Sealing Association. The
Augmented Inspection Team reviewed the generic instructions and found that
they were very good and addressed the critical elements associated with
packing installation, such as shaft inspection following packing removal,
presoaking of packing, packing installation and placement of the packing gland
follower in the stuffing box. and packing run-in and adjustment.

The second maintenance activity associated with the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump packing occurred on January 25. 1996. just a few days before
the event. In this instance, the shaft sleeve retaining nut was found to be
unthreaded and dangling on the shaft. The licensee determined that the
retaining nut had been loose for some time and had caused some minor damage to
the threaded section of the pump shaft.

The licensee's maintenance department removed the packing gland follower, and
inspected the area. The craftsmen dressed up a couple of the threads with a
file, and reassembled the shaft sleeve retaining put and packing gland in
accordance with Work Package 108952 (Tasks 1-3. E>'. and 6) and Component Change
Package 06310. dated January 25. 1996. Dunng this evolution, the packing was
not removed or replaced. The packing gland leakage was measured to be 1000
cc/min at the inboard packing gland and 1480 cc/min at the outboard packing
gland during post-maintenance testing in accordance with Surveillance
Test STS AL-103. "TDAFW Pump Inservice Pump Test."performed on January 26.
1996. The Augmented Inspection Team noted that"the*enhanced guidance for
packing run-in and adjustment that was added to the pump technical manual in
April of 1995 was not referenced, nor included, in the work instructions for
this repair activity.



2.2.3 Frazil Icing Phenomenon

Background

The Augmented Inspection Team found that the licensee's operational and
engineering staff were generally aware of the phenomenon of frazil ice
formation. However, as discussed further in this section of the report, the
training for this issue was inadequate. Subsequent to the event, the licensee
obtained the assistance of Mr. Steven F. Daly of the US Army Corps of
Engineers, to review the environmental conditions and circumstances which led
to the loss of the essential service water system on January 30. 1996. Mr.
Daly had published a very good discussion of the frazil ice phenomenon in the
Cold Regions Technical Digest No. 91-1. "Frazil Ice Blockage of Intake Trash
Racks." in March 1991. In order to provide a more complete explanation of the
ice blockage, some of the information contained in Technical Digest 91-1 is
presented in this section as background information.

Frazil icing is a phenomenon that affects the operation of water intakes in
regions where cold weather occurs. The accumulation of frazil ice on intake
trash racks can completely block the flow of water into the intake. The
process starts wnen the water flowing into the intake is subcooied (a
condition where the water is below its freezing point). The subcooling may be
very small, on the order of a few hundredths of a degree.

The subcooling occurs with a loss of heat from a large surface area such as a
lake with open water and clear nights. High winds contribute to the
subcooling by providing mixing of the subcooled water to depths as great as
20 to 30 feet. The frazil ice. which is very small crystals of ice with
little buoyancy because of their size, is carried along in the water and mixed
throughout the depth of the subcooled water.

The suction of the subcooled water and the suspended frazil ice crystals
through an intake structure brings the frazil ice crystals in contact with the
trash rack bars. Because the frazil ice is in stbcooled water" the crystals
are growing and will stick to any object that is not heated. The ice will
collect first on the upstream side of the trash racks, then steadily grow
until the space between the trash racks is bridged. This bridging results in
rapid blockage of the trash racks. Trash racks are designed to cause little
head loss under normal conditions. Because of this low head loss, large
amounts of frazil ice can accumulate on trash racks before symptoms of the
accumulation become noticeable from head losses. The accumulation of ice can
withstand high differential pressures, thereby, effectively damming the intake
suction. ^ __

Previous Cold Weather Experience

The Augmented Inspection Team verified that from the winter of 1985 (the first
operational winter after initial licensing) until the present, there had been
17 previous occasions, consisting of a total of 34 days, when the Wolf Creek
Generating Station reservoir temperature was at or below 34.0° F, as measured



at the circulating water system intake. Of these 17 time frames. 8 fall into
the time period from the winter of 1992 until the present, where daily minimum
lake temperatures are readily available from the plant computer. Prior to the
winter of 1992. this data is not easily retrievable.

For the eight time frames within the winter 1992 to present time period, lake
temperatures below 33.0° F had been recorded for 7 of the 37 days when the
temperature was at or below 34.0° F. Of these 7 days, only 1 had a
temperature less than 32.4° F. This occasion was on January 30. 1996. when
the reservoir temperature was recorded as 32.2° F. While this temperature
would not allow the formation of frazil ice. instrument inaccuracies or the
location of the temperature instruments on circulating water piping within the
turbine building could allow the actual lake temperature to be below 32.0° F.

For the nine time frames prior to the winter of 1992. the licensee determined
that nine occasions where lake temperature could have approached 32° F based
on a review of records. However, during six of the nine times there was
sufficient ice cover on the lake to provide an insulating blanket and preclude
frazil ice formation. During the three other occasions, the essential service
water system was not operated and there was no opportunity for the frazil
icing phenomenon to affect the.system's operation. These'cold temperatures
did not cause frazil ice formation on the circulating and service water
systems because their warming flows were designed correctly.

Training for Frazil Ice Recognition and Prevention

The Augmented Inspection Team examined the training the licensee conducted
both for initial licensed operator training and for requalification training
to determine the extent of training for recognition and prevention of frazil
ice conditions. The Augmented Inspection Team reviewed the following lesson
plans:

• NO 12 089 00. "Essential Service Water System." Revision 9
• NO 16 089 04. "Essential Service Water System." Revision- 2
• NO 12 075 00. "Circulating Water System." Revision 6

The Augmented Inspection Team noted that the lessen plans discussed frazil ice
only briefly, and did not note that the facility-is susceptible to the
phenomenon. There was no mention of symptoms of frazil icing or preventive
measures other than a brief discussion of the warming lines. There did not
appear to be sufficient instruction provided to apprise the operators of what
actions would prevent frazil ice from affecting the essential service water or
circulating water systems. ^

During interviews with several operators, the Augmented Inspection Team asked
the operators to recall what they remembered from training. The operators
responses indicated that little information was retained. Specifically, the
Augmented Inspection Team asked if they had remembered any subject matter
related to icing phenomenon or frazil icing. The operators indicated that the
subject of ice formation had been brought up in training, but did not recall
anything about frazil ice. The training records indicate that all of the
operators had attended training either in initial license training or during

10



requalification training. The Augmented Inspection Team concluded that the
training was sparse and retention was clearly lacking. Further, the training
was not adequate to prepare the operators for the" possibility of frazil ice
phenomenon.

Engineering Interpretation of Technical Specifications

The licensee's Incident Investigation Team concluded that a previous Technical
Specification interpretation provided a basis for the operating staff's lack
of recognition of the frazil icing condition during the event on January 30.
1996. The licensee's engineering staff had previously indicated that frazil
icing was not a concern at the Wolf Creek Generating Station. Specifically.
Technical Specification Interpretation No. 003-88. Revision 2. dated
January 23. 1991. established the following guidance;

"An ESW train shall be considered inoperable if its associated
warming line is unavailable and lake temperature is less than
32° F. With lake temperature less than 32° F. Ice Formation in
intake bays is a concern. The lake temperature limit of 32° F is
based on Letter NP 90-2162. attached. Frazzle [sic] Ice Formation
is not a concern due to ESW Purr.phouse being enclosed and
heated . . . ."

The referenced letter (NP 90-2162. dated December 21. 1990) provided an
engineering response tc a question regarding the flow requirements for the
essential service water warming lines. The letter stated that active frazil
ice formation on the trash racks and traveling screens was not a credible
event because the essential service water pumphouse was normally heated and
the traveling screens were enclosed by the structure. The engineering
response also stated that bulk freezing of the essential service water intake
water was not expected to occur due to the return flow to the ultimate heat
sink through the warming lines, and that no specific flow requirement exists
for freeze protection other than that required to maintain the intake water
above the freezing point.

The Augmented Inspection Team concluded that the positio"n expressed by
engineering in this Technical Specification interpretation was confusing and
inappropriate. The interpretation did not recognize the need for a minimum
warming line flow as a condition for operability of the essential service
water system, as such the interpretation was inconsistent with the design
basis requirements for the warming lines (see Section 2.2.1 of this report).
Further, frazil ice formation cannot be prevented simply by heating the
pumphouse structure since this area heating will not appreciably influence
intake water temperature (see Section 2.2.3 of thifireport for a discussion of"
the frazil ice phenomenon).

2.2.4 Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures

The licensee's radiological emergency response plan must be developed in
accordance with 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix E. "Emergency Planning and
Preparedness for Production and Utilization Facilities." and maintained in
accordance with 10 CFR Part 50.54. "Conditions of (Operating) Licenses." The



plan must contain information on the organization for coping with radiation
emergencies, assessment actions, activation of emergency organization,
notification procedures, emergency facilities and equipment, training,
maintaining emergency preparedness, and recovery following an accident.
Detailed instructions necessary to implement the plan must be included in the
emergency plan implementing procedures.

The Augmented Inspection Team noted that the NRC had previously identified
deficiencies in the licensee's use of the emergency action levels to classify
emergencies during past drills and exercises. For example. NRC Inspection
Report 50-482/92-13. dated July 20. 1992. identified an exercise weakness
related to the capability of control room operating crews to accurately and
promptly classify emergency conditions during simulated accident scenario
walkthroughs. In addition. NRC Inspection Report 50-452/93-26. dated
October 13. 1993. identified a violation involving the failure to correct the
emergency classification weakness identified during the previous inspection
(i.e.. NRC Inspection Report 50-482/92-13). Furthermore. NRC Inspection
Report 50-482/93-20. dated December 23. 1993. identified a weakness during the
1993 annual emergency preparedness exercise that involved an inappropriate
emergency classification and the subsequent errors in recognition of
initiating conditions. The licensee's corrective action response to this
exercise weakness, dated February 4. 1994. noted that the new NUMARC-based
emergency action levels, submitted for NRC approval on December 15. 1993.
should eliminate the potential for ambiguity in determining the appropriate
emergency classification.

Since the NRC approval of the licensee's NUMARC-based EALs on August 2. 1994.
the Augmented Inspection Team noted that programmatic weaknesses related to
emergency classification errors had not been identified in subsequent NRC
inspections prior to the icing event. The Augmented Inspection Tear) a "'so
noted that NRC Inspection Report 50-482/95-09. dated June 22. 1995. indicated
that the NRC violation and two weaknesses related to emergency classification
were closed out during the follow-up inspection.

At the time of the event on January 30. 1996. the control room shift
supervisor had four key emergency plan implementing procedures that provided
instructions for emergency classification. activaX-ion of emergency
organization, and notification of offsite response organizations. Each of
these procedures are discussed below.

• Control Room Organization EPP 01-1.0 "Control Room Organization."
Revision 12. described the initial responsibilities and tasks of control
room personnel upon the declaration of an emergency classification until
the activation of technical support center, specifically, the procedure
directed the shift supervisor to become the shift supervisor/duty
emergency director during the early phase of an emergency declaration.
The shift supervisor is responsible for emergency classification.
authorizations of notification of State and County agencies, protective
action recommendations, and emergency organization activation. The
shift clerk or a nuclear station operator performs the function of the
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offsite communicator responsible for immediate and follow-up
notifications to State and County agencies... The procedure transfers
these responsibilities to technical support center personnel upon
activation of the center.

• Immediate Notifications EPP 01-3.1. "Immediate Notifications."
Revision 17. provided guidance for conducting immediate notifications to
Federal. State and County authorities in the event of a declared
emergency. Specifically, the procedure required the shift supervisor to
approve the immediate notification forms prior to technical support
center activation. Control room personnel are required to notify the
plant security, and State and County agencies within 15 minutes. In
addition, the control room personnel are required to notify the NRC
resident inspector promptly after the completion of State and County
notifications and the NRC Operations Center, located in Rockville.
Maryland, via the emergency notification system, but no later than
1 hour following an emergency classification. The control room
emergency notification system communicator maintains continuous
communications with the NRC Operations Center unless the NRC agrees
continuous communications are no longer needed. Control room personnel
make all immediate notifications until the activation of the technical
support center.

• FOTJQW-UD Notifications EPP 01-3.2. "Followup Notifications."
Revision 14. provides guidance for update notifications to State and
County agencies. Specifically, the procedure required follow-up
notifications at approximately 30 minute intervals or as soon as more
definitive information becomes available. The procedure also required
the shift supervisor to approve the follow-up notification forms prior
to technical support center activation. Control room personnel make all
follow-up notifications until the activation of the technical support
center.

• EnerGencv Classification EPP 01-2.1. "Emergency Classification."
Revision 15. proviaed guiaance to evaluate plant conditions during an
actual or potential emergency situations, to assess those emergency
action levels exceeded and to classify the emergency according to its
seventy. The procedure is implemented by the shift supervisor
immediately upon recognition of an emergency or ^ff-normai conditions.

The emergency classification procedure (EPP 01-2.1) contained three
attachments: (1) 13 emergency action levels charts. (2) indications of a loss
of function, and (3) explanation/bases for emergency action levels. The first
attachment. EP 01-2.1-1. Revision 2. "Emergency Action Levels." contained
13 flowcharts that described the following event recognition categories:

Radioactive Effluent Release
Steam Generator Tube Failure
Loss of Reactor Coolant Boundary
Main Steam Line Break
Fuel Element Failure
Loss Electrical Power/Assessment Capability
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Fuel Handling Accident
Safety System Failure or Malfunction
Loss of Plant Control/Security Compromise *
Fire
Natural Phenomena
Other Hazards
Administrative

Each emergency action level chart included the initiating conditions with the
emergency action level associated for two or more emergency classes
(Notification of Unusual Event. Alert. Site Area Emergency, and General
Emergency) related to an event recognition category. The chart was arranged
in a decision flow chart format. The emergency action levels for an
initiating condition were summarized in blocks. Each block had a yes or no
path that either flowed to the next unrelated initiating condition (if
answered no) or flowed to the next related emergency action level and
eventually to an emergency classification (if answered yes).

The second procedure attachment. EPP 01-2.1-2. "Indications of a Loss of
Function". Revision 2. provided criteria for a complete loss of function
needed to achieve or maintain hot shutdown. The safety system failure or
malfunction emergency action level chart referenced this attachment. The
third procedure attachment. EPP Gl-2.1-3. "Explanation/Bases for EALs".
Revision 3. provided detailed discussion *or each flowchart block.

The licensee's emergency action level charts were developed using industry
guidance provided by NUMARC/NESP-007. "Methodology for Development of
Emergency Actions Levels." Revision 2. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.101. "Emergency
Planning and Preparedness For Nuclear Power Reactors." Revision 3. endorsed
the industry guidance provided by the NUMARC report. The Augmented Inspection
Team noted that the licensee had supported the industry's emergency action
level redevelopment effort and provided two members to the NUMARC emergency
action level task force. The Augmented Inspection Team determined that
emergency action level charts app""cable to the event conformed to industry
guidance provided by NUMARC/NESP-00.•'. Tne emergency action level charts
applicable to the event were:

Fuel Element Failure
Loss Electrical Power/Assessment Capability
Safety System Failure or Malfunction
Natural Phenomena
Other Hazards
Administrative

The Augmented Inspection Team verified that the licensee's emergency
action level charts did not have initiating conditions for ice-related
events. In addition, the Augmented Inspection Team verified that this
specific guidance is not provided in either: (1) NUMARC/NESP-007. Revision 2.
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(2; NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-l. "Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of
Radiological Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power
Plants." Revision 2. or (3) the emergency classification emergency action
levels for six of the following cold weather nuclear power plants: D.C. Cook.
Davis-Sesse. Fitzpatnck. Palisades, Point Beach, and Nine Mile Point.

The Augmented Inspection Team also noted that the licensee's Emergency
Classification procedure (EPP 01-2.1. Revision 15) and the corresponding
training lesson plan (TIN LR 00 356 00. Revision 1) lacked clear guidance on
the use of the administrative emergency action level chart. Specifically.
Precaution Step 6.2.1 required the user to review all emergency action level
charts during an emergency classification assessment. However, implementation
Step 8.5 required the use of professional judgement if the event did not fit
the general description for any the of emergency action level charts. In
addition, the Augmented Inspection Team identified during interviews with
senior managers that the licensee did not consider the administrative chart
applicable for emergency classification if the event matched another chart.
In other words, the administrative chart should not be used to classify an
emergency if an event can be matched with one or more emergency action level
charts, whether a classification was made or not.

The Augmented Inspection Team concluded that this interpretation was not in
accordance with the NUMARC and NRC guidance for the use of emergency action
levels Furthermore, tne Augmented Inspection Team concluded that
professional judgement rr-ust be used to classify an emergency for all events
including those events which can be matched to one or more emergency action
level charts.

2.2.5 Environmental Conditions Prior to Reactor Trip

The weather conditions prior to the events of January 30-31. 1996. were
overnight temperature lows of 6° F. with winds in excess of 24 mph gusting at
times. These conditions were prevalent both the night of January 29 and 30.
1996. The daytime high temperatures did not exceed 25° F on January 28 - 29.
1996. An ice cover had not fully developed on the Wolf Creek Generating
Station reservoir and the bulk water temperature of the reservoir was
approaching 32° F. As previously discussed in Section 2.2.3 of this report,
the low temperatures and wind conditions were precursors to the formation of
frazil ice. Nevertheless, the smft supervisor and control room logs for
January 28-29. 1996. did not indicate any substantial concerns related to the
weather or equipment problems.

2.3 Operator Response ... «-

2.3.1 Loss of Circulating Water System Suction

At 1:48 a.m. on the morning of January 30. 1996. the operators began to
receive alarms indicating that the circulating water system traveling screens
were icing. Both the "A" and "C" circulating water system pumps Were running
at this time. T*e initial level in the Train "A" circulating water system bay
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was at 8 feet below normal. The site watch was dispatched to the circulating
water system pumphouse to investigate the conditions. Upon arrival, the site
watch reported to the control room that there was--a high differential pressure
in Bay 3. Several alarms were being received at this time indicating that
severe icing was occurring on the traveling screens. The alarms included:

• ALR 00-005A "CWSH Bay 1 Emergency."
• ALR 00-005B "CWSH Screen Trouble." and
• ALR 00-006B "CWSH Screen Block."

Because of the reports of traveling screen icing, indications of service
water system discharge pressure being low. and rising temperature in the
turbine lube oil system, the shift supervisor directed the reactor operator
to ". . . divorce service water from essential service water . . . ."and to
start the essential service water system pumps. This action was directed
at approximately 1:59 a.m. following the receipt of Alarm ALR 00-005A.
The reactor operator initially started to retrieve the applicable
Procedure EF-200. "Operation of the ESW System." however, sensing an urgency
to proceed, the shift supervisor indicated that he wanted the essential
service water system immediately started.

At about 2 a.m.. the site watch reported that the screens m Train "A"
circulating water system suction bay were frozen. At 2:23 a.m.. the Train "B"
circulating water system traveling screen was placed in manual "fast" and the
Train "B" circulating water system pump was started. Shortly thereafter, the
Tram "A" circulating water pump was stopped and the Train "A" service water
system pump was also stopped due to the lew level in the Tram "A" bay. The
site watch reported that the Train "B" bay level was low and that the
Train "B" traveling screens were frozen. The operating crew took action to
throttle circulating water system flow to maintain discharge pressure and stop
or slow the level decrease. At 3:35 a.m.. the low pressure alarm for the
service water system came in. the electric fire pump started due to low
service water system pressure, and the site watch reported circulating water
system bay levels were 12 feet DP low normal. Due to the continuing problems
with both the circulating water and service water systems the shift supervisor
decided, after consulting with the supervising operator, to trip the reactor,
stop the circulating water system pumps and break condenser vacuum.

2.3.2 Manual Reactor Trip

Prior to the decision to trip the reactor, the shift supervisor provided
the operators in the control room a strategy for the post-trip actions.
Those included first tripping the reactor manually, then stopping the
circulating water system pumps and breaking condenser vacuum. The operators—&*•••
planned to use the atmospheric dump valves as the mode of cool down for the
reactor trip. The shift supervisor noted that the compelling reason for the
decision centered on two important factors. First, during the event condenser
vacuum had decreased in one of the three condensers to the point that the
C-9 condenser available permissive was not enabled. This indicated that a
loss of the condenser was likely and that the steam dumps would not be
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available. Secondly, the service water system was unstable, with discharge
pressure low and the main turbine lube oil temperature rising. The shift
supervisor also indicated that the stimulus for the decision was the start of
the electric fire pump, which clearly indicated that service water system
pressure was low.

2.3.3 Post-Trip Response and Emergency Boration

Following the manual reactor trip at 3:37 a.m.. the operators conducted
the actions as described above and entered Emergency Management
Guideline (EMG) E-0 "Reactor Trip or Safety Injection." The operators
immediately noted that five control rods had not fully inserted into the
reactor core. The operators proceeded through the immediate actions of
E-0 Step l.a.. which required verification that all rod bottom lights were
illuminated. The "Response Not Obtained" column required manually tripping
the reactor. If reactor power had been greater than or equal to 5 percent or
intermediate range power was increasing, the procedure would have directed
performing EMG FR-S1. "Response to Nuclear Power Generation [Anticipated
Transient Without Scram] ATWS." Step 1. Since the reactor power was less than
5 percent and the intermediate range nuclear instrumentation indicated a
normal post-trip. 1/3-decade per minute negative startup rate, the operators
continued through the rest of EMG E-0 as required. The Augmented Inspection
Team concluded the operators' immediate actions were in accordance with the
instructions in EMG E-0.

The operators continued through EMG E-0 and completed EMG F-0. "Critical
Safety Function,Status Trees." then transitioned to EMG ES-02. "Reactor Trip
Response." At this point, the operators determined that a copy of EMG ES-02
was not in any of the four EMG procedure sets in the control room. The shift
supervisor instructed the crew to proceed from knowledge while a copy of
EMG ES-02 was obtained from the file net computer-based information system. A
copy was printed within approximately 4 minutes. The operators proceeded
through EMG ES-02 performing all the required actions until reaching Step 8.

Step 8 of EMG ES-02 required that if two or more control rod bottom lights
were not lit then emergency boraticn was required. Step 8 required that
Procedure OFN BG-009 "Emergency Boration." be use0. Procedure OFN BG-009
required increasing the reactor coolant system boric acid concentration
130 ppm for each control rod not inserted. The operators commenced emergency
boration at 3:55 a.m. The Augmented Inspection Team concluded that the time
the operators took to complete the emergency boration was not excessive.
However, the lack of the emergency procedure in the control room was an
unnecessary operational burden, which delayed the D^st-trip response actions.

2.3.4 Alignment of Essential Service Water System

As discussed in Section 2.3.1 previously, the shift supervisor directed the
reactor operator to divorce the service water system from the essential
service water system and to start the essential service water pumps. This
action was directed at approximately 1:59 a.m. following the receipt of
Alarm ALR 00-0C5A. "CWSH Bay 1 Emergency." The reactor operator initially
started to retrieve the applicable Procedure EF-200 "Operation of the ESW
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System." however, the shift supervisor indicated that he wanted the essential
service water system started immediately, indicating to the operator to
proceed with the realignment without using the procedure. While procedure use
is emphasized at Wolf Creek Generating Station, the Augmented Inspection Team
verified that proceeding without a procedure in a situation such as this was
not inconsistent with the licensee's administrative requirements, management
expectations, and training.

Following the instruction from the shift supervisor, the reactor operator
proceeded to align the system as follows:

• Train "A" essential service water/service water cross-connect
Valves EF HV-23 and -25 were closed.

• Train "B" essential service water/service water cross-connect
Valves EF HV-24 and -26 were closed.

• Train "A" essential service water/service water isolation
Valves EF HV-39 and -41 were left open.

• Train "B" essential service water/service water isolation
Valves EF HV-40 and -42 were left open.

• Train "A" essential service water to ultimate heat sink Valve EF HV-37
was closed (throttled).

• Train "B" essential service water to ultimate heat sink Valve EF HV-38
was closed (throttled).

These manipulations had the net effect of reducing the warming line flow to
about 1700-2000 gallons per minute by diverting some flow out through the
service water system discharge lines, and by restricting flow to the ultimate
heat sink and. thus, to the essential service water system warming lines.
This alignment was not as expected considering the circumstances and most
likely contributed to the eventual accumulation of frazil ice on the trash
racks at the essential service water system pumphouse. During interviews with
the shift supervisor, the supervising operator, ̂ end the reactor operator, the
operators acknowledged that this alignment did not meet the intent of the
shift supervisor's directions. In fact, the reactor operator indicated that
he had taken these actions in an attempt to supplement the service water
system cooling flows and stabilize the increasing lube oil temperatures on the
turbine.

Following the realignment, the reactor operator indicated to both,the shift ^
supervisor and the supervising operator that he was not comfortable with the
alignment he had implemented and requested that someone verify the alignment.
Both the shift supervisor and the supervising operator indicated to him that
they would review the alignment, but due to other problems occurring during
this period they did not review the alignment prior to shift turnover at
7 a.m. that morning. The shift supervisor noted that he did notice, during a
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walk past the panel, that some valves (either EF HV-37 or -38. he could not
precisely recall) were ir positions he did not expect. The shift supervisor
indicated that he assumed the reactor operator was still making changes to the
alignment and did not question the reactor operator about the unusual valve
positions.

The reactor operator did eventually obtain a copy of Operational
Procedure EA-120. "Service Water System Startup." which in Section 6.3
provided instruction for alignment of the essential service water system
warming lines and was applicable for the operational conditions. However, the
reactor operator did not review the alignment prior to shift turnover due to
the workload following the plant shutdown. When asked by the Augmented
Inspection Team why he aligned the system in the way he did. the reactor
operator stated that he thought it would assist the service water system in
maintaining pressure and that he did not conceive that the configuration would
seriously affect the operation of the essential service water system.

The Augmented Inspection Team concluded that the control room staff missed
multiple opportunities to identify and correct the system misalignment due to
poor communications and self-checking techniques. As previously indicated in
Section 2.2.1. this alignment error contributed to the icing &r,c. therefore,
degradation of the essential service water system.

2.3.5 Termination of Emergency Boraticn

At approximately 4:37 a.m.. a reactor engineer completed a shutdown margin
calculation determination using Worksheet SDM-1. "Shutdown Margin Calculation
Worksheet." The calculation was done as required in Step 9 of OFN BG-009.
The calculation indicated that shutdown margin was met with 0 ppm boron. The
calculation was made using the assumption that essentially all rod worth was
inserted. The Augmented Inspection Team calculated that boric acid
concentration at this time was approximately 570 ppm based on the final boron
concentration achieved when boration was terminated. At about.this time, a
discussion was held between the shift supervise, shift engineer, reactor
engineering supervisor (via telephone), and the reactor engineer to determine
if the emergency boration should be terminated. Reactor engineering advised
that the emergency boration could be terminated because the two control rods
that remained partly out were in the dashpot region of the control rod guide
tubes and essentially had all of their reactivity inserted. The operators
questioned this advice based on the observation that the boration for the
remaining two control rods would require injection of 2350 gallons per control
rod or 4700 gallons total. The Augmented Inspection Team noted that the
reactor coolant system boron concentration at this*J.ime provided at least 130 —
ppm boron apiece for the two control rods that were not fully inserted.

At 4:39 a.m.. the operators noted that the two remaining control rod bottom
lights illuminated and terminated the emergency boration. The Augmented
Inspection Team concluded that the operators did not act upon the advice given
by reactor engineering. Although the advice was well-founded from a technical
basis, the Augmented Inspection Team noted that it was contrary to the
procedures in use at the time. The operators appeared to be well aware of the
requirements for complying with the procedure and exhibited a willingness to
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question the advice provided by reactor engineering. The Augmented Inspection
Team noted that the operator's actions to emergency borate 2350 gallons of '
bone acid for each control rod not fully inserted was conservative, since the
boration of approximately 4400 gallons raised the reactor coolant system boron
concentration to about 600 ppm from 1 ppm.

2.3.6 Recognition of System Misalignment

Based on interviews with the reactor operators, there was no discussion of the
system misalignment at the shift turnover at 7 a.m. Although the relieving
reactor operator did notice the unusual alignment of the essential service
water system during the shift turnover, he did not pursue the reason for the
alignment, nor did he communicate the discrepancy to his supervising operator.
The shift supervisor was not aware of the misalignment until after the
Train "A" essential service water pump was stopped at 7:47 a.m.. due to the
loss of level in the Train "A" essential service water system suction bay.
The essential service water system was realigned at about 8 a.m. using
Procedure EA-120. "Service Water System Startup."

The Augmented Inspection Team verified that the failure of the relieving
reactor operator to recognize the significance of the essential service water
system alignment and convey this information to his supervising operator was
not in accordance with the licensee's administrative requirements and
management expectation. In addition, the failure of the off-going shift
supervisor and supervising operator to make tneir reliefs aware of the
essential service water system alignment by not following through with
confirmation of the system alignment were also departures from expected
practices. The Augmented Inspection Team concluded that these actions
demonstrated inadequate communication and self-checking skills, which allowed
continued degradation of the operation of the Train "B" essential service
water system.

2.3.7 Delay in Making Technical Specification Mode Change

At 5:14 a.m.. the operators had declared the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump inoperable due to the failure of the inboard shaft packing
gland. When the operators stopped Train "A" of essential service water system
pump at 7:47 a.m.. various safety-related components in Train "A" also became
inoperable (e.g.. the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump and the emergency
diesel generator associated with Tram "A"). These failures resulted in the
entry into the Technical Specification 3.8.1.1. Limiting Condition for
Operation action statement for two inoperable auxiliary feedwater pumps. The
action statement required that the plant be placed^in Mode 4 (Hot Standby)
within 6 hours (i.e.. by 1347 hours or 1:47 p.m.).*

Following the manual reactor trip and stabilization of the plant, the
operators entered Procedure GEN 00-005. "Minimum Load to Hot Standby."
Attachment A. "Entry Into Mode 3 Due to Reactor Trip." of GEN 00-005 provided
instructions for system alignments and reconfigured the plant for normal
shutdown operations. The attachment included numerous prerequisites and
checkoffs for that purpose. The supervising operator began performance of the
attachment at approximately 4:30 a.m. The procedure was completed through
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Step A.17 when the Train "A" essential service water system pump was stopped.
Step A.17 required verification that the atmosphecic dump valves were set to
maintain l^g at between 552° F and 562° F. which is the no-load temperature
for zero power. The steps that followed Step A.17 included surveillance and
rod control system alignments. The licensee later noted that many of the
remaining steps could have been accomplished in parallel with the continued
cool down of the plant.

Interviews with the supervising operator indicated that he believed that the
steps in Attachment A of GEN 00-005 should be completed in the specified
order. The shift supervisor inquired twice (at about 10 and 10:30 a.m.) about
the supervising operator's progress in commencing the cooldown. Although the
shift supervisor noted that cooldown was proceeding slowly, he did not want to
direct the supervising operator to ignore procedural requirements. However,
it is not apparent that the shift supervisor reviewed the procedure to
determine what steps needed to be accomplished prior to commencing the
cooldown.

The cooldown started at 11:07 a.m. in accordance with Procedure GEN 00-006.
"Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown." with an initial cooldown rate of around
90° F per hour. Th.s cool down rate complicated the operation of the charging
and letdown systems. Maintaining pressurizer level on its program setpoints
required the operators to switch to a smaller orifice and increase the
charging system flow rate. Eventually, the operators had to reduce the
cooldown rate to allow control to De maintained. However, a letdown isolation
did occur. The cooldown rate from 11:07 a.m. to 1:47 p.m. was on average only
70° F per hour due to these complications. This meant that the required entry
conditions for Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown) could not be met in accordance with the
Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operation action statement by
1:47 p.m. The shift supervisor recognized the inability to meet this
requirement and directed the crew to continue the cooldown emphasizing that
plant stability was more important and to not proceed with haste.

The Augmented Inspection Team concluded that t:~.e cool down was not overly
complicated by the effort to cool down within the time remaining from
11:07 a.m. to 1:47 p.m. If the operators had started the cool down earlier,
the time requirements of the Technical Specification action statement could
have been met: however, the operators appeared to" be unfamiliar with
performing a rapid cooldown using the general operatina procedures. While the
procedures were written for normal conditions, there was no indication that
the procedures could not have been accomplished for the event as it
transpired.

- • * $

The operators stated that they had not been in this situation in the past,
either in an event -or in simulator training, and that they were uncomfortable
with the haste required. In addition, some support was late in arriving (the
operators stated that reactor engineering was late in providing support to
calculate the shutdown margins). Nevertheless, the Augmented Inspection Team



concluded that the delay In the cool down was not adversely affected by
suDDort personnel or the procedure itself. The operators' unfamiliarity with
a rapid cooldown using a general operating procedure and inefficiencies in
•implementing the procedure resulted in the late entry to Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown)
at 3:31 p.m.

2.3.8 Maintenance of Shutdown Margin During Cooldown

The Augmented Inspection Team noted that there were several on-the-spot-
changes (OTSP) made to Procedure GEN 00-006 "Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown."
during the recovery from the event. On-the-spot Procedure Change 96-0050.
issued January 30. 1996. and set to expire February 1. 1996. was made to
Procedure GEN 00-006 to remove the requirement for calculating shutdown margin
using xenon-free conditions. This change involved changes to five procedural
steps (Steps 6.11.2.1. 6.18.1. 6.21.1. 6.24.1. and 6.31.1). Step 6.38.1.
which calculated the cold shutdown xenon-free shutdown margin was not changed.
In each instance, the OTSP change deleted the reference to calculate the
shutdown margin using xenon-free conditions. Although these changes did not
affect the intent of the procedure. The changes removed a conservatism, in
that xenon provded a considerable amount of negative reactivity at the time
of the calculations.

The Augmented Inspection Team reviewed the OTSC with the supervisor of reactor
engineering, to determine the basis for the changes. The changes were made as
a result of operational questions during the cooldown regarding the procedural
requirement for multiple shutdown margin calculations. A shutdown margin
calculation had been done at the beginning of the cooldown that determined
that the reactor coolant system boron concentration was sufficient to meet the
Technical Specification requirements for a Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown) temperature
of 340° F. Therefore, additional shutdown margin. calcu"!ations appeared to be
redundant.

After consultation, reactor engineering determined that the procedure required
a shutdown margin calculation at each 50c F interval during the cooldown.
However, the neec to calculate the shutdown margin for xe°cn-free conditions
was questioned. The Technical Specifications allowed the use of xenon in the
core to satisfy the shutdown margin; however, the'procedure did not allow the
use of this additional shutdown margin. The licensee determined that
GEN 00-006. "Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown." should be changed to remove the
requirement for the xenon-free calculations, with the exception of the
calculation for entry to Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown) at 200° F. This change
allowed the cooldown to proceed more rapidly, with boration for the Mode 5
(Cold Shutdown) entry to be done after the cooldow to Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown)_w
was completed. The Augmented Inspection Team veriTied that the need for the
changes to the procedure were identified prior to the performance of the step
and that the procedural requirements were satisfied during the cooldown.

Specifically, when the reactor was initially shutdown and all control rods
were finally inserted, the Technical Specification shutdown margin requirement
was met with no boron present in the reactor coolant system and a temperature
of 557° F. As a result of the emergency boration. the reactor coolant system
boron concentration was 609 ppm at 11:06 a.m. January 30. 1996. just prior to
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the commencement of the cooldown to Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown). The reactor
engineer who conducted the first shutdown margin calculation at that time,
indicated on the surveillance routing sheet that at an anticipated temperature
of 340° F. the shutdown margin would be maintained until 11 a.m.. January 31.
1996. This prediction was based on the expected rate of decay of xenon in the
core. Entry into Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown), at 350° F. was scheduled for
3:51 p.m. on January 30. 1996. A calculation done just prior to entry to
Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown) at 3:30 p.m. indicated that a boron concentration of
359 ppm with xenon present was required to maintain the shutdown margin. The
routing sheet further indicated that for a cooldown to 200° F for cold
shutdown xenon-free conditions the boron concentration would have to be
882 ppm. The reactor coolant system was borated to 978 ppm at 5:35 p.m.,
January 30. 1996. At 8:37 p.m. on January 31. 1996. boron concentration was
1112 ppm. Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown) was entered at 10:48 p.m.. January 31. 1996.

Based on a reviews of these calculations and the OTSP change to GEN 00-006.
the Augmented Inspection Team concluded that the reactor was maintained with
an adequate shutdown margin that met the requirements of the Technical
Specifications at all times during the period from 11:07 a.m.. January 30.
1996. through and past 10:48 p.m.. February 1. 1996. The Augmented Inspection
Team concluded that additional boration to comply for the Mode 5 (Cold
Shutdown) entry would only have complicated the cooldown effort at the time
and was not required for compliance with the Technical Specifications.

2.3.9 Restoration of Essential Service k'ater System

Following the manual reactor trip of January 30. 1996. the operators secured
and declared the Tram "A" essential service water system pump inoperable on
two occasions. The first instance occurred a few hours after both essential
service water system pumps were initially started to provide cooling water to
critical plant equipment and the second instance occurred later that evening
after the pump had been declared operable.

Specifically, the Tram "A" pu~p was secured at "'•.47 a.~. and declared
inoperable when the operators noted that the pump's suction bay level was
decreasing, pump discharge pressure was low. and pump discharge strainer
differential pressure was abnormally high. Dunrrg this period, the Train "B"
essential service water system pump suction bay level also dropped and
stabilized at about 6 feet below the normal level: however, pump performance
did not appear to be significantly affected. During the next several hours,
the licensee provided supplemental heaters to heat the air surrounding the
essential service water system pump suction bay areas: stationed watchstanders
at the essential service water system pumphouse-t»$watch for icing, observe ...-..
suction bay levels, and monitor heater performance: and filled and vented the
Train "A" essential service water system. The Train "A" essential service
water system pump suction bay levels returned to normal, and the Train "A"
pump was started and appeared to be functioning normally. Based on these
actions and compensatory measures, the operators declared Train "A" operable
at 5:45 p.m. on January 30. The operators declared the Train "A" pump
inoperable for a second time at 7:23 p.m. that evening due to fluctuations in
pump flow and discharge pressure. The site watch subsequently reported that
the Tram "A" pump suction bay level was 10 feet below normal.
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The shift supervisor based his conclusion regarding the pump's operability on
an engineering evaluation provided by engineering-: This evaluation indicated
that Tram "A" of the essential service water system was operable because:

• The Train "A" essential service water system pump had been running
properly for approximately 2 hours.

• Supplemental room heaters installed at the essential service water
system pumphouse were properly functioning (i.e.. one diesel-fired space
heater in each essential service water system train ducted and tented to
each outside bay between the trash rack and travelling screen; one
electric heater per train ducted to each bay inside the pump room
between the traveling screen and pump suction), and

• A continuous fire watch had been posted in the essential service water
system pumphouse to observe bay levels, watch for icing and monitor
diesel fired heaters.

The Augmented Inspection Team also reviewed the licensees basis for declaring
the Train "A" essential service water system pump operable at 5:45 p.m.

The shift supervisor's log specifically indicated that the compensatory
measures discussed above had been taken to ensure continued operability. The
log indicates that these actions were developed based on ciscussions with
operations manager, vice president-operations, and system engineering. In
addition, the control room logs indicated that engineering considered the
essential service water system operable as long as essential service water
system strainer differential pressures are within allowable values (i.e.. not
alarming). The Augmented Inspection Team noted that this evaluation was
incomplete, in that it did not address the root cause of the inoperability of
the essential service water system. Its conclusions appear to be based on the
satisfactory operation of the system for two hours and did not address the
root cause of the degraded suction bay levels and their impact.on the pump's
performance.

As discussed above, the licensee established compensatory measures to ensure
the continued operability of the essential service water system. Based on
information contained in Cold Regions Technical Digest No. 91-1. "Frazil Ice
Blockage of Intake Trash Racks." dated March 1991. the Augmented Inspection
Team concluded that the compensatory measures that were established to assure
continued operability of the Train "A" essential service water system pump
were not adequate for frazil ice situations. Because the installed room
heaters have a negligible effect on intake water temperature, they cannot
prevent the formation of frazil ice. Also, monitoring the essential service
water system bay levels will not assure operability of the essential service
water system unless means have been established to immediately clear the
frazil ice blockage (typically through mechanical removal processes) as soon
as the condition has been identified.
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Even though the licensee's compensatory measures were not appropriate for the
frazil ice condition, based on discussions with the plant operators, the
Augmented Inspection Team found that the compensatory measures to observe the
essential service water system bay levels and icing conditions had not been
accomplished from about 6:15 p.m. on the evening of January 30 until the Train
"A" essential service water system pump experienced additional ice blockage
problems and was secured by the control room operator at about 7:23 p.m. The
licensee was unable to determine who was responsible for implementing these
actions and why the actions had not been accomplished. The Augmented
Inspection Team noted that the compensatory actions to monitor the essential
service water system bay levels and to watch for icing conditions had not been
incorporated into a written procedure or fire watch instruction.

The Augmented Inspection Team concluded that the initial decision to declare
the essential service water system pump operable at 5:45 p.m. on January 30.
1996. was not appropriate because the cause of the problem was not understood
at that time, and corrective measures appropriate for the situation had not
been implemented. In addition, the Augmented Inspection Team concluded that
the compensatory actions taken in response to this moperability were not
fully implemented and were not adequate for the frazil ice condition.

2.4 Equipment Response

2.J.I ^a-lure of Rod Cluster Control Assemblies to Insert

During the January 30. 1996. reactor trip. 5 of the 53 rod cluster control
assemblies (control rods) failed to fully insert. The five control rods
paused at various steps (the greatest being 36 steps where 1 step = 5/8 inch)
and then continued to insert. At one minute after the trip. Control Rods K10
and H08 were at 12 steps. Control Rods F06 and K06 were at 18 steps and
Control Rod H02 was at 30 steps. Control Rods K10 and H08 were fully inserted
8 minutes after the trip. Control Rod F06 was fully inserted after 30 minutes,
the other two control rods were fully inserted after 1 hour and .15 minutes.
As discussed in Section 2:3.3. the licensee inifated emergency boration when
all the control rods did not insert fully.

The licensee subsequently performed cold, full-flow'testing of all control
rods. During this testing. 8 control rods (including the 5 control rods that
did not fully insert following the trip) did not fully insert. Control
Rod H02 paused at 96 steps, stopped at 90. and slowly inserted to 30 steps
over the next 2 hours. The operators manually inserted the control rod. The
other 7 control rods stopped at various heights in the dashpot region (i.e..
below 32 steps). Five of the control rods fully.-in^rted within 22 minutes.
One control rod drifted to the bottom within lij hours and the operators
manually inserted the remaining control rod. The remaining 45 control rods
fully inserted when dropped: however, a number of control rods did not exhibit
the expected number of recoils. The licensee retested all control rods that
stuck, as well as those control rods that failed to recoil more than twice,
and the results were generally similar to those of the first test/



All of the affected control rods were located in Control Bank C except for
Control Rod H08. which was in Control Bank D. The lone control r d in Bank C
that fully inserted both during the trip and the testing was Control Rod F10.
Because it did not recoil more than twice, the licensee tested this control
rod two more times. The control rod continued to fully insert in less than
2 seconds (the Technical Specification limit is 2.7 seconds at hot conditions)
and the traces were nearly identical.

The Augmented Inspection Team noted that Control Rod H02 is a hafnium control
rod while the remaining 52 control rods in the core are composed of silver-
indium-cadmium. The licensee had replaced the silver-indium-cadmium control
rod with the hafnium control rod because the original control rod had
exhibited higher than normal drag during testing prior to the Cycle 8 startup.
The Augmented Inspection Team noted that this is the only known hafnium
control rod currently in use in a domestic Westinghouse plant. The licensee
had scheduled replacement of the control rod at the end of the current
refueling cycle.

The Augmented Inspection Team noted that all of the control rods that failed
to fully insert were positioned in fuel assemblies with fuel bu.'nup greater
than 48.000 megawatt-days pe-1 ..ietric ton (MWO/MTU). The licensee had
scheduled all of these high burnup fuel assemblies to be discharged at the end
of this cycle. The fuel assembly in location F10 was the only rodded assembly
with burnup over 48.000 MwD/MTU that was not involved. The next highest
burnup for a rodcea assembly was just uncer 45.000 MWD/KTu ana involved four
assemblies associated with the Shutdown Bank E control rods. These four
control rods fully inserted during the trip and also during each of the three
tests: however, none of them recoiled more than two times. Their measured
drop times were all under 1.9 seconds.

At the end of the inspection the licensee was developing a testing program to
determine the root cause of the control rods failing to fully insert. The
licensee planned to include drag tests in the reactor vessel. The licensee
planned to perform additional testing or, the fuel assemblies "and the control
rods after the core was off loaded.

2.4.2 Turbine-Oriven Auxiliary'Feedwater Pump Packing Leakage

Following the manual reactor trip on January 30. 1996. the auxiliary feedwater
pumps automatically started at 3:38 a.m. on low steam generator water level (a
normal response). At 5:14 a.m.. a security officer/fire watch reported that
the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump was spraying water from the pump
inboard packing gland. Subsequent investigatioryifound that the packing had ^
been washed out of the inboard packing gland stuffing box. The system
engineer estimated that the leak rate from the packing gland was 20-30 gallons
per minute. Although water was being sprayed on the inboard pump bearing and
was leaking into the bearing oil. the system engineer concluded that the
turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump would have been able to perform its
design-basis function.
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While packing leakage is a normal condition and gross leakage is anticipated
to some extent, a complete packing failure is not-expected to occur. In order
to understand why the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump packing failed
in the manner that it die!, the Augmented Inspection Team reviewed the recent
maintenance history associated with the pump packing and information contained
in the pump technical manual (as discussed in Section 2.2.2 of this report),
reviewed the specific pump packing application with a representative of the
packing vendor (the John Crane Company), and gathered additional information
by reviewing operator log sheets and by interviewing plant operators,
maintenance personnel, and the system engineer.

The packing used in this particular application was a ^-inch square, braided
graphite. John Crane Style N1636 with an external coating of zinc dust.
According to the vendor, the packing has no binders and. therefore, is fragile
and requires special care and attention during installation. The packing
vendor indicated that there were two possible explanations for why the packing
failed as it did. First, the packing may have been installed too tightly
causing the yarns to fracture and subsequently wash out. Alternatively, the
packing may have been installed too loosely such that it was rotating with the
pump shaft and ultimately disintegrated and washed out.

The Augmented Inspection Team noted that the pump maintenance history
indicated that the second scenario most likely occurred, in that the packing
was loosely installed or. October 29. 1994. with an inboard packing gland
.ea<age of 2400 cc/min Uori; Request 5905-94): and on January 26. 1996. the
inboard packing gland leakage was measured to be 1000 cc/min (STS AL-103).

The Augmented Inspection Team concluded that the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump packing failed as a result of poor packing installation and
adjustment practices. In particular, as previously indicated in Section 2.2.2
of this report, engineering provided guidance to maintenance personnel that
was not appropriate and contrary to standard practice, including:

• The packing run-in time was deleted frcr the work instructions (Work
Reauest 5905-94. Revision 1): and

• The packing leakage rate criteria was changed from a nominal value of
230 cc/min to something greater than 240 cc/min without an upper limit
(Performance Improvement Requests 94-1925 and 94-2095).

The Augmented Inspection Team also noted that, although packing installation
and adjustment instructions had been added to the pump technical manual
(Performance Improvement Request 94-2095). subsequent work procedures did not^
refer to or otherwise implement these instructions (Work Packages 108952 and
109087).

Finally, the Augmented Inspection Team concluded that there was no basis for
the system engineer's conclusion that the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater
pump would have been able to perform its design-basis function with water
present in the pump inboard bearing oil. While the Augmented Inspection Team
agreed with the licensee's conclusion that the pump was functior.al with
increased leakage. U s long-term availability was seriously jeopardized.
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2.4.3 Icing of Circulation Water System Traveling Screens

Just after midnight on January 30. 1996. the operators began to experience
problems maintaining service water and circulating water system flow rates,
and observed that ice was forming on the traveling screens for these systems.
Because sufficient cooling water system flow for the turbine plant could not
be maintained, the reactor was manually tripped. As part of the followup
action to this event, the licensee^ Incident Investigation Team consulted
with the US Army Corps of Engineer's Cold Region Research and Engineering
Laboratory to determine the most likely cause of the icing that had occurred.

In a report prepared for the licensee. "Summary of Ice Problems at the
Wolf Creek Power Plant." a representative of the Corps of Engineers. Mr.
Steven F. Daly, concluded that the ambient conditions (i.e.. reservoir water
temperature, wind speed, and air temperature) at the time of the event most
likely caused the screen wash water to freeze and form ice on the traveling
screens. As shown in Attachment 7. the traveling screens for the circulating
and service water systems are not enclosed in the pumphouse and. therefore.
are subject to ambient conditions. The report also concluded that the
formation of frazil ice did not appear to be a factor because there were no
indications of ice blockage of the tresh racks that are upstream of the
circulating water and service water system traveling screens. The Augmented
Inspection Team reviewed the report and found that the conclusions were well
supported by the conditions that were observed to exist at the time of the
event.

2.4.4 Icing of Essential Service Water System Trash Racks

When plant operators began to experience problems maintaining service water
and circulating water system flow rates on January 30. 1996. the essential •
service water system was started to assure cooling water to critical plant
heat loads. On three separate occasions (at 7:47 a.m.. 7:23 p.m.. and
10:27 p.m.). the Train "A" essential service water system pump had to be
secured due to fluctuations :.i flow and pump discharge pressure. The licensee
later determined that the trash racks for the Train "A" essential service
water system pump had become completely blocked by the formation of .a sheet of
ice. As indicated previously, the licensee's Incident Investigation Team
consulted with the US Army Corps of Engineer's Gold Region Research and
Engineering Laboratory, to determine the most likely cause of the icing that
had occurred on the essential service water system.

A report prepared for the licensee concluded that the ambient conditions at
the time of the event most likely resulted in the^formation of frazil ice in
Wolf Creek Generating Station reservoir, which" wa'^ drawn into the Train "A"--
essential service water system pump trash racks and resulted in the rapid
formation of frazil ice blockage. The report cited the following observations
in support of this conclusion:

• Photographs that were taken on January 30. 1996. sncw that the ice at
the surface of the water immediately upstream of the intake trash rack
has the white appearance of frazil ice slush that is drained of water.
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• Divers who inspected the trash rack on January 31. 1996. reported that
the trash rack was blocked with ice over its. era ire length and that ice
was confined to the upstream side of the trash rack, which is
characteristic of frazil ice.

• The water level in the Train "A" essential service water system suction
bay downstream of the trash rack experienced a rapid and sudden
decrease, which is characteristic of frazil ice blockage.

The Augmented Inspection Team reviewed the report and found that its
conclusions were well supported by the conditions that were observed to exist
at the time of the event. The licensee's Incident Investigation Team's
findings relative to essential service water system warming flow design
inadequacies (discussed in Section 2.2.1 of this report) also indicates that
frazil ice blockage of the Train "A" essential service water system trash rack
at the time of the event would not have been prevented by the actual warming
line flow.

2.4.5 Reactor Conoseal Leakage

During discussions between the NRC Operations Center and the operators
following the manual reactor trip on January 30. 1996. the licensee informed
the NRC of a boric acid leak from a conoseal connection on the reactor vessel
head The licensee had previously identified the leak during a routine boric
acid inspection that was performed during an earlier forced outage that
occurred on March 8. 1995. As directed by the charter, the Augmented
Inspection Team assessed the significance of the conoseal leak on the event.

The leaking conoseal was associated with Penetration No. 77 on the reactor
vessel nead. which is cr,e of four "in-core thermocouple connections. The other
three conoseal connections had not leaked. In accordance with Work
Request 1257-95. dated March 10. 1995. the licensee removed approximately
200 grams of boric acid from the conoseal connection during the March 8. 1995.
outage. The leak did not appear to be active at the time of its discovery.
The licensee took corrective action to tighten the connection and made plans
to monitor the situation during the next outage. Following the manual reactor
trip, the operators examined the conoseal connection and identified a small
wisp of steam.

The licensee planned to rework the conoseal connection during the current
outage to achieve a leak-tight joint. The Augmented Inspection Team concluded
that the licensee's corrective actions were appropriate for the condition
identified and that the leakage did not have a significant effect on the
event.

2.4.6 Indication of Main Steam Safety Valve Lifting

An entry in the shift supervisor's logs at 9 a.m. on January 30. 1996.
stated "that ABV-045 (a main steam safety relief valve associated with Steam
Generator "D") was reported to be lifting. T.ie log indicated that the steam



generator pressure at the time was 1100 psig and that the main steam safety
valve set pressure was 1185 psig. A subsequent log entry at 5:10 p.m..stated
that the safety valve was not leaking, but that the steam that was observed
was coming from the drains associated with the atmospheric relief valves.

The Augmented Inspection Team reviewed the safety parameter display
system's historical trend of steam generator pressures for January 30.
1996: Work Package 109096. dated January 30. 1996: previous test data for
Valve ABV-045 recorded on September 19. 1991. obtained in Surveillance
Procedure STS MT 008-V045: and interviewed the system engineer and the plant
operator who initially reported the abnormal condition.

The Augmented Inspection Team found that the maximum pressure reached in Steam
Generator "D" was about 1112 psig. and that the last surveillance test
recorded a lift pressure of about 1187 psig for ABV-045. Based on further
evaluation by the system engineer and a mechanical maintenance engineer, the
licensee concluded that Valve ABV-045 was not cycling as originally thought,
but that steam was coming up through the condensate drain lines that are
common to the safety valves and the atmospheric relief valves.

The Augmented Inspection Team confirmed that the atmospneric relief valves
were cycled on January 30. 1996. to limit steam generator pressures and to
assist in the plant cooldown. The plant operator who reported the condition
agreed that the steam that he observed could have been coming from the
atmospheric relief valves. In addition, he thought that the ventilation
alignment and atmospheric conditions at the time may have caused the steam
leakage to be greater than what might otherwise have been expected. Although
Valve ABV-045 is one of the initial group of steam generator main steam safety
valves that was previously selected to be tested during the current outage,
the Augmented Inspection Team agreed with the licensee's assessment that
Valve ABV-045 did not lift following the manual reactor trip on January 30.
1996.

2.4.7 Reactor Coolant System T"se Equivalent Iodine

Following the manual reactor trip on January 30. 1996. reactor coolant system
dose-equivalent iodine-131 levels rose to 2.16 m>crocunes (/;Ci) per gram.
This was over the Technical Specification limit of 1.0 i/Ci per gram. The
Limiting Condition for Operation action statement required the activity level
to oe less than 1.0 A/Ci per gram when in Modes 1 (Operation) through Mode 3
(Hot Standby) for more than 48 hours or place the reactor in Mode 4 (Hot
Shutdown) within the next 6 hours. The reactor was in Mode 3 following the
reactor trip at 3:37 a.m. At 5.28 a.m.. chemis.tr*.reported the increased
activity levels to the control room. However. the*operators were not overly
concerned because the concentration was not appreciably high with respect to
the number of potential fuel pin failures (estimated at the time of the event
to be from 3 to 5 pins). The concentration was reduced to less than 1.0 /£i
per gram at 5:35 p.m.. which met the Technical Specification requirements for
all operational modes. The Augmented Inspection Team verified that the
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activity concentration in the reactor coolant system at the time prior to the
event was representative of the number of nossible.fuel pin failures and that
the increase in activity level following the reactor trip was consistent with
expectations for transient conditions.

2.4.8 Reactor Coolant Pump Oil Leakage

An entry in the shift supervisors logs on January 30. 1996. stated that
Reactor Coolant Pump "A" was secured for an oil addition at 4:45 p.m. As
directed by the charter, the Augmented Inspection Team reviewed the
circumstances that required the reactor operator to take this corrective
action.

The Augmented Inspection Team reviewed Operations Information
Report 96-BB-001. "RCP Motor Upper Reservoir Oil Level." dated January 23.
1996: and the reactor coolant pump Technical Manual M-712-00068. "TM for
Reactor Coolant Pump." In addition, the Augmented Inspection Team discussed
the oil leakage with the system engineer and plant operators.

On the morning of January 30. 1996. the operators notified the system engineer
for the reactor coolant pumps that the upper bearing oil reservoir for Reactor
Coolant Pump "A" was slowly decreasing. Specifically, the level had decreased
from 13 percent on August 6. 1995. to 5 percent on January 3. 1996 (where
0 percent level corresponds to the bottom of a "bullseye" sight glass
indicator ana not to actual oil reservoir level).

The system engineer e^aljated the low oil level condition and determined that
the oil level was stable at around 5 percent and that the upper bearing
temperature was stable and well below the maximum allowed temperature of
190° F. The system engineer referred to a study that was performed by the
reactor coolant pump motor vendor (Westinghouse Electric Corporation) for the
Call away plant that demonstrated that upper reactor coolant pump motor bearing
temperature was stable and did not exceed 175= F even when the upper reservoir
oil level was 3/4 inches be"!ow the bottom of th° bullseye indicator. In
addition. Operations Information Report 96-BB-001 provided guidance for the
continued monitoring of the reactor coolant pump upper notor bearing
temperature and reservoir oil level, and for actions to be taken should the
upper bearing temperatures start to increase to unacceptable levels. The
system engineer concluded that continued operation of the reactor coolant pump
was acceptable.

Through discussions with the system engineer and plant operators, the
Augmented Inspection Tesm learned that the operatpn* secured Reactor Coolant
Pump "A" on January 30. 1996. to add oil to the upptT bearing oil reservoir in'
order to clear the control room annunciator. Approximately five gallons of
oil were added to the upper bearing oil reservoir and the reactor coolant pump
was returned to service at around 12:45 p.m. on January 31. 1996.

Based on a visual inspection of the reactor coolant pump motor following the
event, the system engineer concluded that oil had leaked from a fitting
associated with the upper motor bearing temperature detector. Since the rate
of oil "ieaKage seemec to decrease over time, he concluded that the upper
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reservoir oil level had slowly dropped to a point somewhere below the height
of the leaking fitting and that the oil leak, was ^elf-limiting in this
respect. Because the oil was spread thinly over the surface of the reactor
coolant pump motor and there were no ignition sources in the vicinity of the
reactor coolant pump, the system engineer concluded that the oil did not
represent a significant fire hazard and that the motor's operability was not
in jeopardy.

The Augmented Inspection Team agreed with the licensees assessment of oil
leakage from the reactor coolant pump motor and concluded that the licensee's
corrective actions were appropriate for the condition that was identified.
The Augmented Inspection Team also noted that the reactor coolant pump motor
was scheduled to be exchanged for a refurbished motor during the planned
refueling outage.

2.5 Emergency Response

2.5.1 Immediate Notifications

At 4:32 a.m.. the shift supervisor made the NRC 4-hour event notification
55 minutes after the manual reactor trip, which was well within the 4-hour
notification requirement for a reactor protection system actuation. In
addition, control room personnel notifyec ihe NRC resident inspector within
15 minutes of the manual reactor trip.

At 8:46 a.m.. the shift supervisor assumed the role of duty emergency director
and declared a Notification of Unusual Event. The shift supervisor reviewed
the Notification of Unusual Event classification decision with the operations
manager, vice president-piant operations, and the shift engineer. The
Augmented Inspection Team verified that the control room shift clerk notified
the State of Kansas and Coffey County officials of the Notification of Unusual
Event within the 15 minutes as required by 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix E.IV.D.3.
and Emergency Procedure Plan EPP 01-3.1. "Immediate Notifications." The
operators also notified the NRr of the Notification of Unusual'Event at
9 a.m.. which was within the 1-hour notification requirement for unusual
events. The licensee made periodic update notifications to State and County
officials at approximately 30-mmute intervals awequired by Emergency
Procedure Plan EPP 01-3.2. "Followup Notifications". The followup
notifications were stopped when the Notification of Unusual Event was
terminated at 5:58 p.m.

The Augmented Inspection Team concluded that all initial and follow-up
notifications to offsite organizations were completed within the NRC's and the
licensee's time requirements. In addition, initial licensee actions
associated with the first Notification of Unusual Event were performed in
accordance with the licensees emergency plan implementing procedures.

2.5.2 Use of Emergency Action Levels

The Augmented Inspection Team's charter required an evaluation of the
licensee's emergency response actions and why these actions were taken. The
Augmented Inspection Team verified that the operators evaluated the emergency
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action level charts numerous times during the event of January 30. 1996. In
fact, the operators specifically logged their consideration of the emergency
classification at each major change in plant status. A chronology of
emergency action level evaluations and results are provided below.

• At 3:48 a.m.. the operators entered the fuel element failure emergency
action level chart when a reactor coolant activity alarm was received
following the manual reactor trip. The control room immediately
requested a reactor coolant sample analysis. A Notification of Unusual
Event would have been required if the analysis showed the coolant
activity greater than 63 microcurie/gram gross activity (emergency
action level Block 6). However, an emergency classification was not
necessary because the gross reactor coolant activity level was much less
than the emergency action level.

• At 8:46 a.m.. the operators entered the administrative emergency action
level chart based on the loss of both the Train "A" essential service
water system pump and the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump. The
shift supervisor declared a Notification of Unusual Event because
conditions existed which indicated a potential degradation of the level
of safety in the plant.

• At 7:36 p.m.. the operators again reviewed the emergency action level
charts when the Tram "A" essential service water system pump was
secured at 7:23 p.m. due to fluctuations in pump discharge pressure and
flow. The shift supervisor determined that an emergency classification
was not necessary because the Train "B" essential service water system
pump had been operating properly throughout the day. the plant was in
Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown), and the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump
was not required to be operational.

• At 8:02 p.m.. the operators reviewed the emergency action level charts
when the Train "B" essential service water system bay level was observed
to decrease. At 8:12 p.m.. the operator^ increased the heat loads on
the Tram "B" essential service water system, thus increasing the
warnrng line return temperature. At 8:21 p.m.. the suction bay level
started to recover. Although an event classification was not made, the
shift supervisor's log indicated that a Notification of Unusual Event
would be declared if the Train "B" essential service water system pump
was lost with Train "A" pump inoperable. The sh.ft supervisor
determined that Block 1 of the loss of electrical power/assessment
capability emergency action level chart would be applicable due to the
loss of component cooling to both emergency-^iesel generators. .^ e s

At 9 p.m.. the operators reviewed the emergency action level charts when
Train "B" essential service water system bay level was observed to
fluctuate below normal level. Although no event classification was
made, the shift supervisor's log indicated that a Site Area Emergency
would oe declared if the Train "B" essential service water system bay
level reached dropped below 1070 feet or if the Train "B" pump was
declared inoperable. The applicable emergency action level was
Block 7 to the safety system failure or malfunction emergency action
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level chart which stated. "... Plant in Modes 1-4 AND Total loss of
any function needed to reach and maintain ho.t shutdown (Mode 4). Refer
tc Form EP 01-2.1-2." The referenced Form EP 01-2.1-2. "Indication of a
Loss of Function." Revision 2. defined an inoperable ultimate heat sink
as a complete loss of function. An -inoperable ultimate heat sink was
based on a suction bay level of less tnan 1070 feet.

• At 10 a.m.. on January 31. 1996. the operators used the administrative
emergency action level chart to classify a Notification of Unusual Event
when divers found significant ice buildup on the Train "A" essential
service water system bay trash rack. The Incident Investigation Team's
interviews identified that senior licensee managers decided to declare
the second Notification of Unusual Event so that the licensee's
emergency response organization would more closely match the NRC
emergency response status. At this time, senior managers identified
criteria for escalating the classification based on essential service
water system bay levels. Specifically, the licensee would declare an
Alert when bay level reached 1083 feet and a Site Area Emergency when
level reached 1070 feet while in Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown).

Despite the basis for these decisions, the Augmented Inspection Team
identified that there was sufficient information available to the operators to
question the function of the ultimate Meat S'.r.k. During the review of the
licensee's documentation of interviews .-.it1": operators involved in the event,
the AugTientec Inspection Tear, noted irat a relief-crew reactor operator was
sent to the essential service water system pu~phouse at 7:20 a.m. on
January 30. 1996. by his relief-crew supervising operator who was providing
support to the shift supervisor. The reactor operator noticed the Train "A"
essential service water system bay level was lower than the Train "B" bay
level. The reactor operator also noted that he looked very closely at both
levels to determine reference points. The reactor operator concluded tnat the
Train "A" bay level was approximately 10 feet lower than the Train "B" bay
level. The Tram "B" bay level was at the upper ladder platform, which was
approximately at the 1086-foot elevation. The resctcr operator communicated
the level information on both essential service water system bays directly to
the shift supervisor in the control room. In fact, the reactor operator
indicated that he took extra effort to clearly communicate not only the
information, but the significance of the information because he knew that this
information maicated that the operability cf Train "A" .>3S in jeopardy due to
some type of blockage.

Approximately 30 minutes after the operators had secured the Train "A"
essential service water system pump, the relief-<£&n reactor operator noted
that the Train "B" bay level had dropped and was'flow approximately 6 feet '"
lower than his previous observation. Again, the reactor operator indicated
that he was absolutely sure that the Train "B" bay level had decreased.
Instead of communicating the decrease in level to the shift supervisor or
another reactor operator in the control roon. the reactc operator notified
his relief-crew supervising operator (who was assisting the control room
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staff) of the level decrease of the Train "B" bay level. The reactor operator
noted that the Train "B" bay level remained unchanged approximately 6 feet
below the 1086-foot ladder platform through his stay in the essential service
water system pumphouse which ended at 12 noon.

The licensee's interviews also identified that a mechanical engineer observed
the lower Train "B" bay level at the essential service water system pumphouse
about the same time as the reactor operator reported the lower level to his
relief-crew supervising operator. The engineer noted that the Train "B" bay
level did fluctuate 5 to 10 feet below the 1086-foot ladder platform.

When the shift supervisor (in consultation with the senior operations
managers) declared the first Notification of Unusual Event at 8:46 a.m. on
January 30. 1996. the shift supervisor used the administrative emergency
action level chart to classify the event based on two independent initiating
events: (1) the declaration of the Train "A" essential service water system
pump inoperable at 7:47 a.m.. and (2) the declaration of the turbine-driven
auxiliary feedwater pump inoperable at 5:14 a.m. Specifically, the shift
supervisor determined that Block 1 was applicable and Block 2 was not
applicable. Block 1 stares, that. "Other conditions exist which in the
judgement of the SS/DED/DEM irrigate a potential degradation of the level of
safety in tne plant."

The Augmented Inspection Team concluded that the shift supervisor
appropriately ^sed the ac».instrative emergency action level chart. The
Augmented Inspection Team noted that Block 2 would have required declaration
of an Alert if it was considered appropriate. Block 2 indicated that.
"... Other conditions exists which in the judgement of the SS/DED/DEM
indicate plant safety systems may be degraded and increased monitoring of
plant systems is warranted." Clearly, the operators believed that increased
monitoring of the essential service water system was warranted and
implemented. However, the Augmented Inspection Team concluded that plant
safety systems may have been degraded because: (1) the circulating water and
service water systems had been degraded due to the loss of suction caused by
icing of the traveling screens: (2) the Train "A" essential service water
system pump had been secured due to oscillations in flow_and discharge
pressure with very low suction bay levels: and. (-3̂  the Train "B" essential
service water system pump exhibited a degraded suction bay level whose cause
was unknown.

The Augmented Inspection Team recognized that this latter point may not have
been clearly communicated to the shift supervisor. However, the licensee's
Incident Investigation Team identified and the Augmented Inspection Team
verified that the information had been obtained by a qualified and licensed
reactor operator who had the ability to interpret the level and recognize the
informations safety significance. Based on an interview with the relief-
shift supervising operator, the Augmented Inspection Team concluded that the
relief-shift supervising operator discounted the significance of the
information provided by the reactor operator and failed to clearly communicate
this concern to the shift supervisor based on his interpretation that
essential service water system discharge pressures had not significantly
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degraded: therefore, the system's operability was not challenged. The
Augmented Inspection Tea") concluded that a reasonable interpretation of a
rapid decrease in suction bay levels would be blockage of the bay suction with
potential jeopardy to the" operation of the essential service water system.

2.5.3 Activation of Technical Support Center

The control room logs indicated that the shift supervisor called the
operations manager at 2:12 a.m. on January 30. 1996. and requested support
from off-duty personnel to help cope with the icing problems in the
circulating water system pumphouse. The licensee staffed the outage control
center throughout the morning. The Incident Investigation Team identified and
the Augmented Inspection Team verified that the center provided coordination
of response activities similar to an outage management organization,
adequately supported the shift supervisor resource needs, supplemented the
operating staff with additional off-duty and engineering staff, and reviewed
pre-established contingency plans and developed new contingencies for the
potential loss of both offsite power and Train "B" of the essential service
water system.

The Augmented Inspection Team identified that the outage control center had a
predefined organization of engineers, mechanical and electrical technicians
all reporting to a single outage control center director. All work and
assessment activities were coordinated ^ the outage control center. Although
the shift supervisor was ultimately responsible for all activities that
affected plant operations, the outage control center director provided the
central point of contact for additional resources, as is normally done in an
outage. Nevertheless, the shift supervisor was still responsible for
emergency classification assessments and followup notifications to County and
State agencies. In interviews the shift supervisors did not indicate that
they were overburdened with the emergency classification and notification
tasks.

The licensee's Incident Investigation Teerr identified arid the Augmented
Inspection Team verified that the outage control center had devised numerous
contingency plans for the potential loss of offsite power and Train "B" of the
essential service water system. The contingency^!ans included:

• Repair the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump, return the pump back
to functional status, and run the pump upon the loss of all electrical
power.

• Obtain the highest priority for offsite electrical power, and ensure
that no work had been planned on the grid trfet could disrupt power. —

• Run emergency diesel generator "A" with one running service water system
pump at less than normal flow upon the loss of Tram "B" essential
service water system pump.

• Implement reactor coolant system feed and bleed to provide core cooling
if the loss of all electrical power occurred and a loss of heat sink
resulted.
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• Feed the steam generators using the condensate system to provide an
ultimate heat sink.

• Procure temporary portable diesel generators to power the motor-driven
auxiliary feedwater pumps.

• Connect the fire main (i.e.. diesel fire pump) to cool the emergency
core cooling system pumps.

• Connect the fire main (i.e.. diesel fire pump) to the refueling water
storage tank to replenish inventory.

• Allow the plant to heat up to Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown) to permit heat
removal from one steam generator upon the loss of both essential service
water system trains.

• Run the Train "B" essential service water system pump with the bay level
less than 1070 feet until the discharge pressure was lost.

• Connect a portable makeup water truck to supplement station water
sources.

At approximately 1 a.m. on January 31V 1996. the licensee decided to staff the
technical support center immediately after a teleconference between the
licensee's vice president-plant operations and NRC senior managers. The
Augmented Inspection Team verified that activation of the technical support
center relocated the entire outage control center staff, relocated emergency
notification system communications from the control room, and supplemented the
outage control center staff with additional staff trained in emergency
response, which included the technical support center director and engineering
coordinator.

The Augmented Inspection Team verified that the licensee had staffed most
technical support center Dos-.tions by 6 a.m. with the exception of electrical,
mechanical, instrumentation ana control, and radiological field team
technicians. These technicians could be called from normal plant duties if
needed. The Augmented Inspection Team also verififed that public information
and State and County liaison functions were relocated into the technical
support center. In addition to technical support center staff, the licensee
developed rosters for the emergency offsite facility and ensured public
information staff was available in case a Site Area Emergency was declared.
The Augmented Inspection Team concluded that the licensee took appropriate
action to ensure that personnel were available andCapable of responding to --
the technical needs of the control room staff.

2.5.4 Notification of State and County

The Incident Investigation Team identified and the Augmented Inspection Team
verified that state and county agencies were notified of the technical support
center staffing at around 4 a.m. on January 31. 1996. Both agencies took the
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message and requested the licensee to hold further calls until the emergency
preparedness coordinator had arrived in the office, later that morning. At
7:15 a.m.. the licensee notified the state legislative representative from the
Wolf Creek area of the icing event and the technical support center staffing.

At around 8 a.m.. the licensee contacted the state and county emergency
preparedness coordinators and informed them that the technical support center
was staffed, but not activated. However, the Incident Investigation Team
identified that the state and county coordinators were not Informed during the
8 a.m. notification of the possibility of a Site Area Emergency declaration if
the Tram "B" essential service water system pump was lost. The state
emergency preparedness coordinator called the licensee at around 10 a.m. to
discuss this possibility after the state coordinator had received this
information in a call from the NRC state liaison officer.

The Incident Investigation Team also identified that the state emergency
preparedness coordinator did not want a protective action recommendation from
the licensee that recommended the automatic evacuation of John Redmond
Reservoir upon declaration at a Site Area Emergency. At 12:50 p.m.. the
licensee coordinated a teleconference with state and county officials to
discuss the concern. At 1:15 p.m.. the licensee, state and county officials
discussed their concerns with Federal Emergency Management Agency and NRC
management and decided that the most appropriate action was to not evacuate
the reservoir if a Site Area Emergency was declared for this one particular
event.

3 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The team made numerous findings, observations, and conclusions that are
detailed in this report. The following summarizes the more significant
inspection findings and conclusions:

Findings

• Contrary to the assurTipf,cr.s ir. Becntel Calculation C-K-20-0I-F. "Wolf
Creek ESW Pumphouse." dated May }7. 1976. the flow rate through the
essential service water system warming lme,s was insufficient to prevent
the formation of frazil ice on the essential service water trash racks
(Section 2.2.1).

• The licensee had adequately implemented their cold weather provisions.
Although one valve in the Train "B" essential service water system
warming line was not aligned fully open as required, a licensee analysis
concluded that the warming line flow rate wSt not appreciably affected —
by this mispositioning (Section 2.2.1).

• Since initial plant licensing, there have not been any opportunities for
the frazil icing phenomenon to affect the essential service water
system's operation prior to the January 30. 1996 event (Section 2.2.3).
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The formation of frazil ice did not appear to be a factor in the loss of
the circulating water and service water systems because their warming
flows were designed properly. However, the" formation of frazil ice in
xolf Creek reservoir resulted in the formation of blockage of both
trains of the essential service water system (Sections 2.2.3. 2.4.3. and
2.4.4).

The licensee did not provide sufficient training to the operators on
Ahat actions would prevent frazil ice from affecting the operation of
the essential service water or circulating water systems
(Section 2.2.3).

The licensee's engineering department had provided confusing and
inappropriate guidance to the operators concerning the potential for
frazil ice formation in the essential service water system
(Section 2.2.3).

The licensee's emergency action level charts did not address the
potential loss of the ultimate heat sink by means other than actual
damage (i.e.. frazil ice formation). Also, the licensee's emergency
plan implementing procedure and the corresponding training lesson plan
lackec clear guidance on the use of the administrative emergency action
level chart. In addition, the licensee did not consider the
administrative chart applicable for emergency classification if the
event matched another chart. This interpretation was not in accordance
with current industry guidance en the use of emergency action levels
(Section 2.2.4).

The turoine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump packing failed as a result
of poor packing installation and adjustment practices (Sections 2.2.2
and 2.4.2).

There was no engineering basis for the system engineer's conclusion that
the turtme-criver: auxiliary feed*ater :"Tip would have been able to
perform -ts cesicr.-oasis fjn^iicr, rt-uh .-.ater present in the Dump inboard
bearing oil ;Secfcn 2 4.2).

During the post-trip recovery actions, a copy of EMG ES-02. "Reactor
Trip Response." was missing from each of the four emergency procedure
sets in the control room. This administrative error unnecessarily
complicated the operator's event response (Section 2.3.3).

Reactor engineering provided advice concerning termination of emergency_
boration which was contrary to the emergency*procedure the operators
were using (Section 2.3.5).

Operator errors in aligning the essential service water system reduced
the warming line flew by diverting some flow out through the service
water system discharge lines, and by restricting flow to the ultimate
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heat sink. The control room staff missed multiple opportunities to
identify and correct the system misalignment due to poor communications
and self-checking techniques. This error contributed to the degradation
of essential service water system (Section 2.3.4 and 2.3.6).

The delay in beginning a Technical Specification required cool down, the
operator s unfamilianty with performing a rapid cooldown using the
general operating procedures, and inefficiencies in their use of the
procedure, resulted in the late entry to Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown)
(Section 2.3.7).

The operators maintained an adequate shutdown margin that met the
requirements of the Technical Specifications at all times following the
manual reactor trip (Section 2.3.8).

The licensee's operability assessment of the essential service water
system performed on January 30. 1996. was insufficient because the root
cause of the problem was not understood at that time (Section 2.3.9).

The licensee did not fully implement compensatory measures to assure
continued operability of the tram "A" essential service water system.
In addition, the licensee's compensatory mees'jres .-.ere not adequate for
frazil ice situations (Section 2.3.9.

The licensee had net determined the root cause Gf m e failure of the
•hve control rods to fully insert into the core. However, all five
control rods were located in fuel assemblies with fuel burnup greater
than 48.000 megawatt-days per metric ton. The licensee was in the
process of developing a testing program to determine the root cause of
this failure at the end of the inspection (Section 2.4.1).

Following the manual reactor trip, the licensee corrected a previously
identified leak in the reactor conoseal connection on the reactor vessel
head. This leakage did rot nave 2 significant effect en the event
vSectien 2.4.5).

Contrary to previous reports, the atmosphere relief valve on Steam
Generator "D" did not lift following the manual reactor trip
(Section 2.4.6).

The increase in reactor coolant system iodine levels following the
reactor trip was consistent with the transient condition
(Section 2.4.7). ^

• *

A small oil leak developed on a fitting associated with a temperature
detector on the upper bearing of Reactor Coolant Pump "A" following the
manual reactor trip: however, the leakage was self-limiting and too
small to create a fire hazard -'Section 2.4.8).

The licensee's initial actions associated with the Notification of
urusjal Events .vere timely anc in ccccdance with :-e emergency plan
implementing procedures (Section 2.5.1).
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There was sufficient information available to the operators to question
the function of the ultimate heat sink on t\\e morning of January 30.
1996. because low suction bay levels on both trains of the essential
zer--r.ce water system indicated a blockage of the trash racks. However,
this information was not fully communicated to the shift supervisor
because the operator who received the information discounted its
significance (Section 2.5.2).

Although the technical support center was not activated until about
6 a.m. on January 31. 1996. the licensee took appropriate action to
ensure that personnel were available and capable of responding to the
technical needs of the control room staff (Section 2.5.3).

Conclusions

The licensee's actions in response to the icing conditions were
effective in returning the plant to a safe, stable, shutdown condition
and in preventing further degradation of the essential service water
system.

Although the event did not pose a significant risk to the public health
and safety, the event was safety significant due to: (I) ice formation
on tne essential service water system trash racks of the ultimate heat
sink, and (2) madeauate maintenance jeopardized the continued
availability of the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump following an
actual demand signal.

The "hcensee failed to recognize the potential for the loss of both
trains of the essential service water system (the plant's ultimate heat
sink) due to the formation of frazil ice during sustained cold weather
conditions. This lack of recognition was due. in part, to engineering
errors in the original design of the system and the failure of the
licensees engineering staff to recognize and correct the original
design errors. which led to the belief that suction bay warming flow
wouiC preclude this unusual condition.

This event was exacerbated by operator error-s in aligning the essential
service water system during the event and multiple failures to recognize
and correct these errors. The operators response to the event was
unnecessarily complicated due to significant wholenesses in their
communications and ability to self-check, multiple failures to recognize
and correct these errors, as well as poor control room administrative
support and the failure of all control rods fco fully insert, as
designed. *

Despite the negative impact that the engineering errors had on the
operator's recognition of frazil icing conditions, there was sufficient
information obtained by licensed operators to conclude that Train "B" of
the essential service water system was significantly degraded at the
same tine that Train "A" became inoperable on the morning of January 30.
1996. However, this information was net dearly communicated to the
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The operators took reasonable actions to ensure that qualified personnel
were available who were capable of responding to the informational and
technical needs of the control room staff, the NRC. the State of Kansas,
and Coffey County.

The licensee's Incident Investigation Team demonstrated a very credible
self-assessment capability. As a result, the scope of the licensee's
effort allowed both the licensee and the NRC to come to an understanding
of the root causes and effects of the event in a timely manner.
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NRC AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM CHARTER



" l G W^ UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

611 RYAN PLAZA DRIVE. SUITE 400
ARLINGTON. TEXAS 76011 8064

FEB - 6 1996

MEMORANDUM TO: C. A. VanDenburgh, Chief, Engineering Branch, Division of

Reactor Safety

FROM: L. J. Cailan, Regional Administrator

SUBJECT: AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM AT WOLF CREEK

On January 30, 1996, with the reactor at 98 percent power, operators began a
controlled power shutdown because of decreasing water level in the pump house
bays. The decreasing levels occurred because of icing on the intake screens.
The icing occurred as a result of the screen wash system spray in conjunction
with near 0 degree F ambient temperature and locally high winds. At 3:37
a.m., the licensee manually scrammed the reactor from 80 percent power because
a low-flow service water pump began to cavitate. Following the manual scram,
5 control rods failed to fully insert. In addition, the licensee declared the
turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump inoperable because of a packing leak.
Reactor coolant iodine spiking was noted following the scram. Therefore, in
accordance with Manual Chapter 0325-05.02.f. an augmented inspection team
(AIT) is appropriate.

An AIT will be dispatched to better understand the actions of operators
involved, the procedure requirements, the safety significance of the event,
shift crew practices regarding plant operating procedures, and management
expectations and response. The team is expected to perform fact finding in
order to address the following:

(1) With respect to the conditions leading to the event:

Determine the conditions which led to the event. Identify the plant
conditions (including the position of Valve EF HV-037) prior to the
development of the ice in the essential service water/circulating water
bays; identify the design bases for the essential service water system
(especially the suction bays); identify whether the conditions,
including the relevant system operating lineups, were in accordance with
the system design and in compliance with license operating procedures; '
identify the licensee's procedural requirements and actions for
providing adequate cold weather protection.

(2) With respect to the event chronology:

Develop and validate a detailed sequence of events associated with the
icing of the essential service water/circulating water event, to include
what cold weather preparations were made by the licensee.
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(3) With respect to the performance of equipment prior to and durino the
event:

Determine the performance of the control element assembly (CEA) system.
Specifically, document the performance of the CEAs during the reactor
trip associated with the event and the rod testing conducted on
February 2-3, 1996.

Determine the performance of the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater
pump, with specific emphasis on the failure of the inboard pump seal.

Determine the cause and any potential adverse effects of the leak in the
reactor conoseal.

Identify the conditions associated with the apparent early lifting of
the main steam safety valve, to include the indications seen by the
operators and whether an actual valve lift occurred.

Evaluate whether the reactor chemistry associated with the event was
indicative of the predicted fuel conditions. If not, identify what fuel
conditions would have resulted in the observed chemistry results.

Identify the conditions associated with the oil leak in the reactor
coolant pump and its contribution to the event.

(4) With respect to the emergency response of the license:

Determine the emergency action level options available to the operating
staff, the actions which were taken and (through interviews with the key
decision-makers) why these actions were taken.

Evaluate the communications channels whichjwere exercised between the
licensee and the State and local response.organizations. Identify the
emergency response information that was provided to State and local
decision-makers.

(5) With respect to licensed and non-licensed operator performance:

Identify the actions taken by the plant stlfef (licensed and non-licensed,
operators, maintenance technicians, engineers, etc.) in response to the
event. Determine the procedural guidance that was available.

Determine the emergency response command and control structures
implemented by the licensee during the event, with emphasis on overall
effectiveness, unity of command, compliance with license conditions
(e.g., LCOs) and compliance with the relevant, (emergency plan
implementation) procedures.
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During the conduct of this inspection, the team will utilize the findings of
the licensee's internal event review process to the maximum extent possible.
This is in keeping with the NRC's emphasis on encouraging licensee
self-assessment and corrective actions. Licensee-provided information need
not be independently developed; however, portions of the information should be
verified to confirm the licensee's investigation.

The scope of the investigation does not include assessing for any violations
of NRC rules or requirements, reviewing the design and licensing bases for the
facility, assessing reasonable assurances of off-site emergency response
capabilities of State and local organizations, or determining the resumption
of normal operations.

This memorandum designates you as the AIT Leader. Your duties will be as
specified in Manual Chapter 0325-04.02. The team composition will be
discussed with you directly. During the performance of the AIT, designated
team members are separated from their normal duties and report directly to
you. The AIT is to be conducted in accordance with NRC Manual Chapter 93800,
"Augmented Inspection Team Implementing Procedure." The team is to emphasize
fact-finding in its review of the circumstances surrounding the event, and it
is not the responsibility of the team to examine the regulatory process.
Safety concerns identified that are not directly related to the event should
be reported to the Region IV office for appropriate action.

The AIT should report to the site on February 5, 1996. Tentatively, the
inspection should be completed by February 9, 1996, with a report documenting
the results of the inspection issued within 2 weeks of the completion of the
inspection. While the team is on site, you will provide daily status
briefings to Region IV management, who will coordinate with NRR to ensure that
all other parties are kept inrormed.

Should you have any questions concerning this Charter, contact Ken Brockman,
Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Safety at (817)860-8140.

cc:
J. Mitchell, O-17-G21
W. Russell, 0-12-G18
T. Kress, T-2-E26
A. Chaffee, 0-11-A1 •*
E. Jordan, T-4-D18
J. Rosenthal, T-4-A9
F. Conge!, T-4-D28
R. Jones, 0-8-E23
K. Perkins, c/o 0-8-E2
J. Stone, 0-13-E16
F. Ringwald, SRI
S. Collins
T. Gwynn
J. Dyer
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W©LF
INTEROFFICE CORRESPONDENCE

NUCLEAR OPERATING
CORPORATION

TO: F. T. Rhodes fAD-AD) WO 96-0024

FROM: 0. L Maynara (AD-AD)

DATE: February 02. 1996

SUBJECT: Incident Investigation Team For Plant Shutdown Due To
Circulating Water Intake Icing And Subsequent ESW Intake Icing
(lfT-002)

This letter is to appoint you as the Team Leader for investigating the root cause of the circulating water
intake ice blockage, wnicn reauireo removing the plant from service, and subsequent essential service
water intake ice blocKage which occurred on January 30.1996. Richard Meister has been assigned to
assist you as the Investigation Coordinator. In accordance with Al 28B-003. "Incident Investigation Team",
you nave the authority to augmeni ,our team with additional resources as reeded. I should be kept
informed of any changes or additions to the makeuc cf the 'earn.

At a minimum, the team s investigation should, address and provide answers to the following short term
questions prior to the decision for unit startup:

1. How wiil ESW operaoility be assured under the icing conditions experienced dunng this
event?

2. What are the proposed temporary modifications, administrative controls, and compensatory
measures that will be used to anticipate and mitigate the ESW intake icing conditions?

3. What is the justification for using these temporary modifications to provide for system
operability?

4. Is the installed warm-up line adequate to mitigate the icing conaitions expenenced? If so. why
didn't it prevent the icing condition from occurring?

5. s there a r.eea for anv acowcna! coerator training or a - - changes to operating proceaures?

The teams investigation, .n addition to the aoove snort term auestions. snouid aetermtne. as a minimum
me following: : " *

1. Is Wolf Creek s Cold Weather Protection Plan adequate.
2. Was there equipment, either individually or in combination, that was degraded or out of

service that had an impact on the event or could have provided better mitigation.
3. Is the design of the Circulating and Service Water Systems, and their auxiliary equipment

adequate for the climatic conditions. * .
4. Is the design of the Ultimate Heat Sink. (UHS). adequate* for the climatic conditions. Was the'

potential for this situation to occur recognized in the plant design basis. Why is there a level
indication installed in the "B" ESW bay and not the "A" bay.

5. Were surveillance s and/or preventive maintenance procedures adequate and up to date.
6. What was the proximate cause to tne event, and was the response appropriate.
7. Were subsequent actions taken prudent with respect to protection of the UHS.

"SAFETY SENSE, YOUR BEST DEFENSE"



8. Did plant equipment respond appropnately to ana throughout the event, and were known
exceptions adequately dealt with.

9. Were procedures correct, and were they adhered to.
10. Was the Emergency Response Plan followed.
11. Are changes to the Emergency Action Levels. (EAL's). needed to better classify the event
12. Were communications adequate with the NRC, State. County. Public and employees.
13. Are restart plans thorough, well understood and well communicated.
14. Were the Emergency Response Facilities, which were manned, adequate and appropriately

staffed.
15. Why did this icing situation occur now. but not during any past operations.

As a result of the teams root cause investigation, corrective actions to prevent recurrence should be
provided in accordance with Al 285-003. Additionally, any recommended enhancements to the
Radiological Emergency Response Plan or facilities should be identified and provided.

The team's initial composition is identified on the attachment. You are to communicate with me daily as to
your plans and findings. If you or your team discovers anything that puts the operability of the ESW
Pump(s) in question you should immediately notify myself and the duty Shift Supervisor.

Please reference the (IT number, along with the controlling PIR number in your final rgport.

OLM/MGW/meg

Attachment:

cc: N. S. Cams (GB-EX), w/a
W. B. Norton (GB-ENG). w/a
R. N. Johannes (GB-EX). w/a
Document Services (GB-DS). w/a
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Team Assignment For IIT (96-002)
Circulating Water and ESW Intake Icing

Name

F. T. Rhodes - Team Leader
R. A. Meister

L. L. Parmemer
N. R. Guyer
D. R. Eccles
R. L. Gerdes
B. D. Brooks

W. H. Ketchum
J. J. Dagenette

S. R. Wahlmeier
C. B. Stone

J. D. Me Greeor
G. D. Bover
Steve Dalv
HankBarrv

Adnon Alsafar
•(TBA)
VTBA)
•fTBAi
"(TBA)

Mail Stop

AD-AD
SE-RC
AD-OP
TR-TR
AD-EM
SE-MO
SE-NSE
GB-NE
GB-EP

GB-SYS
SE-QE

GB-DES
TR-TR

Corp of Engineers
Bechtel
Bechtel

Cooper Operations
Sareent & Lundv

i INPO
! INPO

Phone

4002
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8886
8737
8381
5040
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ATTACHMENT 3

OETAILED SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

(Note: All times are expressed as Central Standard Time).

Time Event

May 5. 1976

None A letter by the Architect-Engineer (Bechtel Corporation) instructed
an individual performing evaluation of frazil ice conditions to
assume that essential service water system return flow will enter the
warming line at 35° F. The Bechtel Corporation letter also changed
the location of the warming line from in front of the essential
service water system pumphouse intake to in front of the trash racks.
The subsequent calculation determined that a 4000 gpm flow rate is
required to prevent frazil ice formation.

1990

None Plant Modification Request 2149 modified the essential service water
system (including warming line) to prevent microbioiogically induced
corrosion.

October 30. 1995 to November 2. 1995

Procedure STN GP-001 "Plant Winterization" was implemented.

January 30. 1996

0148 Control room received alarms indicating that the circulating water
system traveling screens were becoming blocked. The site watch
reported that the level in the Train "A" circulating.water system bay
was 8 feet lower than normal The operators became concerned about
impending loss of the circulation water anc service water systems and
the effect on turbine loads.

0154 The site watch at the circulating wateif'system pumphouse reported
hign differential pressure in Suction Bay 3.

0159 Operators started the Train "B" essential service water system pump;
however, the operators failed to isolate the service water system
from the essential service water system as required by the operating
procedure. Specifically, the shift supervisor instructed the reactor
operator to start the Train "A" and "B" essential service water
system pumps and to isolate the service water system. For
expediency, the shift supervisor instructed the reactor operator not
to wait until he had a copy of System Operating Procedure SYS EF-200.
"Operation of the ESW System." and to perform the system alignment
from memory. The reactor operator opened the essential service water
system return to service water system isolation valves and closed
(throttled) the essential service water system to ultimate heat sink
Isolation Valves EF HV-37 and -38. thus, restricting warming line
flow to the essential service water system suction bays.



Time Event

G200 The site watch reported that the traveling screens in the Train "A"
circulating water system suction bay were frozen. The control room
operators called for additional operational support.

0211 The operators started the Train "A" essential service water system
pump. The loads on Train "A" included containment coolers, the
control room air conditioning unit, and the safety-related air
conditioning unit.

0212 The shift supervisor contacted the operations manager, informed him
of the plant status, and requested additional support.

0223 After placing the traveling screens in Train "B" circulating water
system suction bay in fast manual mode, the operator started the
Train "B" circulating water system pump.

0224 Operators stopped the Train "A" circulating water system pump and
Train "A" service water system pump due to low levels in the suction
bay. The site watch reported that the traveling screens were frozen ••
and that level had decreased in the Train "B" and "C" bays.

0230 Between 0224 and 0255 the site watch reported that the Train "B"
circulating water system traveling screens were frozen and that level
had decreased in the Train "B" and "C" bays. The operators throttled
the circulating water system discharge valves to stop the level
decrease.

0255 Anticipating problems with the circulating water system, the
operators started reducing turbine load at 1/2-percent power per
minute (30 percent per hour) in accordance with previous reacto1"
engineering guidance concerning controlling differential currents in
the axial flux detectors of the nuclear instrumentation system. The
operators initiated a plant cooldown with the rod control system in
manual.

0302 The operators noted a 2.5° F mismatch between T4ve art Tpr09 in the
control room logs, because the rod control, system was in manual^

0316 The auxiliary boiler tripped. Operator interviews indicated that
this is a recurring problem. This boiler provided critical heating
to water storage tanks (i.e. reactor water storage tank and
condensate storage tank).

0324 Control room personnel discussed the plant status and developed a
plan of action if plant conditions deteriorated further.

0335 The service water system low pressure alarm illuminated. The
circulating water system bay levels were later determined to be at 12
feet below normal. An automatic start of the electric fire pump due
to low service water system pressure occurred shortly after.



The shift supervisor directed a manual reactor/turbine trip, in
anticipation of the need to trip the circulating water system pumps.
Operators planned to break condenser vacuum and use the steam
generator atmospheric dump valves for the cool down. Following the
manual reactor trip, the operators noted that five control rods did
not fully insert.

The site watch reported to the control room operators that ice had
formed on the circulating water system traveling screens. During the
transition to Emergency Management Guideline ES-2 "Reactor Trip
Response." from E-0 "Reactor Trip or Safety Injection." the operators
could not locate a copy of ES-2 in any of the four control room
copies of the emergency management guidelines. The operators began
printing a copy of the missing procedure from the computer system.

0338 The auxiliary feedwater pumps started on low steam generator levels.
The operators manually fast closed the main steam isolation valves.

0341 Operators obtained a copy of the missing emergency procedure and
entered ES-2 "Reactor Trip Response."

0345 The shift supervisor's log entry noted that the five control rods
that failed to fully insert into the core had drifted inward and were
6 to 18 steps from the bottom of the reactor core.

0348 The shift engineer initiated the first review of the emergency action
levels and critical safety function status trees. All critical
safety status trees were green, with the exception of the heat sink
indicating yellow, as expected. The operators again reviewed the
emergency action level charts when the control room received a hi-hi
radiation level alarm caused by high dose-equivalent iodine levels in
the reactor coolant system.

0355 The operators began emergency boref^n in accordance with Emergency
Procedures ES-2 "Reactor"Tnp Response." and PFM BG-009. "Emergency
Boration."

0408 The shift engineer answered the NRC Operations Officer's morning
T check end informed the MRC of the plant status.

0432 The shift supervisor made an event notification to the NRC in
accordance with 10 CFR Part 50.72(b)(2)(ii) due to the reactor
protection system actuation (i.e.. manual reactor trip).

0439 The operators terminated emergency boratiort when all control rod
bottom lights were on. indicating that all control rods were fully
inserted.

0503 A security officer reported to the control room that the turbine-
driven auxiliary feedwater pump was spraying water on a wall and
cabinets.
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Time Event

1543 The operators started Train "A" essential service water system pump.

1549 Operators stabilized the plant from cooldown with the intent of
eventually cooling down to between 204° F and 206° F. which is just
abcve Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown).

1552 The auxiliary boiler tripped again.

1630 The first firewatch at the essential service water system pumphouse
was staffed by security personnel. However, the post orders issued
did not require observation of ice and water levels.

1701 Operators completed the reactor coolant system boration.

1735 The operators exited the Technical Specification 3.4.8 action
statement with dose-equivalent iodine activity levels below
1.0 /;Ci/gm.

1745 The operators declared the Train "A" essential service water system
operable because: (1) the system was filled and vented and running
properly. (2) supplemental heating was available and functioning, and
(3) continuous fire watches had been stationed to observe bay levels
and watch for icing and monitor diesel-fired heaters. At the NRC's
request, the operators maintained continuous manning of the emergency
notification system through the night.

1758 The shift supervisor terminated the Notification of Unusual Event.
The basis for the termination was the declared operability of Train
"A" essential service water system pump. The action was discussed
with the operations manager, the vice president-piant operations, and
the system engineer.

1911 The oncoming shift supervisor assumed the shift.

1915 The operators began a shift turnover.

1923 The operators stopped the Train "A" essential service water system
pump due to oscillations in flow and pressure, and re-entered
Technical Specifications 3.8.1.1 and 3.•?'. 1.2. *

1931 The operators notified the NRC resident inspector and the emergency
notification system of the loss of the Train "A" essential service
water system pump.

1934 The site watch reported that the Train "A" essential service water
system suction bay level was 10 feet beltp normal. --—=

1936 The shift supervisor reviewed the emergency action level charts, but
did not make an emergency declaration because the Train "B" essential
service water system pump was operating properly and the turbine-
driven auxiliary feedwater pump was not required for Mode 4 (Hot
Shutdown).



Time Event

January 31. 1996

0047 The relief shift supervisor was directed by the operations manager to
leave the control room and staff the technical support center. The
outage support center staff relocated to the technical support
center.

0238 The shift supervisor authorized divers to inspect the Train "A"
essential service water system suction bay.

0400 Technical support center staff notified the state and county agencies
of the center's staffing. However, the agencies were not informed of
the possibility that a Site Area Emergency would be declared upon the
loss of the Train "B" essential service water system pump.

0600 The technical support center staffing was completed.

0602 The operators completed fill and venting of the Train "A" essential
service water system.

0800 At approximately 0800. the technical support staff notified the state
and county emergency preparedness coordinators of the center's
staffing. The state and county were not informed of the potential
for declaration of a Site Area Emergency.

1000 The operators declared a .Notification of Unusual Event based on the
diver's report of ice builGup and complete blockage of the Tram "A"
essential service water system trash racks.

1000 The state emergency preparedness coordinator called the licensee to
inquire about the potential for the licensee to declare a Site Area
Emergency after receiving a call from the NRC state liaison officer.

1315 Senior licensee managers discussed the licensee's protective action
recommendations with the State of Kansas. Coffey County. NRC. and
cOQpps] E""6rc9ncv ^sr6G9

rr"'~~ -c^iv: ,tr3tnon "*".";s discussion
concluded that the John RedT;or,c Reservoir would not need to be
evacuated in the event of the licensees declaration of a Site Area
Emergency for this one-time event. '-"' K

1435 Sparging air was introduced into the Train "A" essential service
water system warming line from a temporary oir compressor.

1610 The technical support center informed the shift supervisor that the
use of sparging air outside the essential service water system trash
racks had moved the ice block 2 feet bacfcjfrom the trash racks. . —

1650 The operators commenced cooling down to Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown).

1821 Maintenance personnel commenced injecting air to the Train "A"
essential service water system vent line.

1900 Divers again entered the water to inspect the Train "A" essential
service water system bay.



Time Event

2045 The divers reported that the Train "A" essential service water system
trash racks were clear of ice.

2100 The operators established service water system flow to the Train "A"
essential service water system in accordance with Temporary
Modification TMP 96-006.

2248 The plant entered Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown). The operators exited
Technical Specifications 3.7.4 and 3.8.1.1.

February 1, 1996

1005 The Notification of Unusual Event was terminated.

1648 The operators placed the Train "B" circulating water system pump in
service.

1700 The circulating water system warming line was placed in service.

2300 Maintenance personnel lowered the sparging heater in Train "A"
essential service water syst&n bay from 15 feet below normal water
level to the botio.n of the bay.

2310 The sparging heater was returned to 15 feet below normal water level.

2330 A temporary procedure was completed tc gather data on Train "A"
essential service water svsteTi.



ATTACHMENT 4

SIMPLIFIED FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE ESSENTIAL SERVICE WATER SYSTEM
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ATTACHMENT 5

DIAGRAM OF THE ESSENTIAL SERVICE WATER PUMPHOUSE
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ATTACHMENT 6

DIAGRAM OF THE CIRCULATING AND SERVICE WATER PUMPHOUSE
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